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Department of Energy
National Nuclear Security Administration
Office of the General Counsel
P. 0. Box 5400
Albuquerque, NM 87185

FEB 2 3 2017
CERTIFIED MAIL- RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

Mr. John Greenewald
The Black Vault

Dear Mr. Greenewald:
This letter is the final response to your two June 19, 2009 Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA) requests for a copy of the Annual Weapons Program Report for 2008 and a copy of
the Sandia Weapon Review- Special DNA Issue: Nuclear Weapon Characteristic Handbook,
SAND90-1238.
With regard to your request for a copy of the Annual Weapons Report for 2008, we
addressed this portion of your request in our response to you dated December 3, 2009.
We contacted the Sandia Field Office (SFO), which has oversight responsibility for Sandia
National Laboratories (SNL), about your request for a copy of the Sandia Weapon ReviewSpecial DNA Issue: Nuclear Weapon Characteristic Handbook, SAND90-1238. SFO, as well
as SNL, searched and located the classified document.
Pursuant to Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, section 1004.6 (10 CFR § 1004.6), the Office
of Classification, Office of Environment, Health, Safety and Security, in the Department of
Energy (DOE) has completed its review of the document. This document, located in the files of
Sandia National Laboratories, contains information properly classified Restricted Data (RD)
and/or properly safeguarded as Official Use Only (QUO); therefore, it is provided to you with
deletions pursuant to 5 USC§ 552(b)(3) (Exemption 3 of the FOIA).
Title 5, United States Code, section 552(b)(3) (5 USC§ 552(b)(3)) (Exemption 3), exempts
from disclosure information specifically exempted from disclosure by statute (other than
section 552(b) of this title), provided that such statute (A) requires that the matters be
withheld from the public in such a manner as to leave no discretion on the issue, or (B)
establishes particular criteria for withholding or refers to particular types of matters to be
withheld. The Atomic Energy Act (AEA) of 1954, as amended, 42 USC§ 2011 et seq., is an
Exemption 3 statute. Sections 141-146 of this Act (42 USC§§ 2161-2166) prohibit the
disclosure of information concerning atomic energy defense programs that is classified as
either RD or Formerly Restricted Data pursuant to the AEA, as amended. The portions
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deleted from the subject document pursuant to Exemption 3 contain information about
weapon design that has been classified as RD. Disclosure of the exempt data could
jeopardize the common defense and the security of the nation.
To the extent permitted by law, the DOE, pursuant to 10 CFR § 1004.1, will make available
records it is authorized to withhold under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) whenever
it determines that such disclosure is in the public interest. With respect to the information
withheld from disclosure pursuant to Exemption 3, the DOE has no further discretion under
the FOIA or DOE regulations to release information currently and properly classified and/or
safeguarded as QUO pursuant to the AEA, as amended, andjor FOIA.
Additional information is being withheld pursuant to 5 USC § 552 (b) (7) (f) (Exemption 7 of
the FOIA). Pursuant to Exemption 7 (F), the portions of the document being withheld contain
specific information about nuclear weapon and/or nuclear weapon component information.
Exemption 7(F) of the FOIA protects law enforcement information that could reasonably be
expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any individual. The ordinary meaning of
law enforcement includes not just the investigation and prosecution of offenses already
committed but also proactive steps designed to maintain security.
The disclosure of information pertaining to nuclear weapon and/ or nuclear weapon
component information could be of interest and potential value to adversaries harboring a
desire to develop and/or defeat a nuclear weapon system. Disclosure could enable anyone,
including terrorists, to more easily plan operations that would target these systems. Without
question, uncontrolled release or access to this information by an unauthorized person could
endanger the life or physical safety of agency employees as well as the general public.
The Department of Defense (DOD) also reviewed the document and made further deletions
pursuant to 5 USC§ 552(b)(1), (Exemption 1 of the FOIA), 5 USC§ 552(b)(2), (Exemption 2
of the FOIA), 5 USC§ 552(b)(3), (Exemption 3 of the FOIA).
Title 5, United States Code, Section 552(b)(1), (Exemption 1), provides that an agency may
exempt from disclosure matters that are (A) specifically authorized under criteria established
by an Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign policy and
(B) are in fact properly classified pursuant to such Executive order. The portions deleted from
the subject document pursuant to Exemption 1 contain information about United States
Government programs for safeguarding nuclear materials/facilities and are classified under
Section 1.4 (f) of Executive Order 13526 (EO 13526). It has been determined that release of
the information could reasonably be expected to cause damage to the national security.
Title 5, United States Code, section 552(b)(2) (5 USC§ 552(b)(2)) (Exemption 2), provides
that an agency may exempt from disclosure information related solely to the internal
personnel rules and practices of an agency. The courts have interpreted this Exemption to
encompass two distinct categories of information: (a) internal matters of a relatively trivial
nature and (b) more substantial internal matters, the disclosure of which would risk
circumvention of a legal requirement. The portions deleted from the subject document
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pursuant to Exemption 2 contain information which would give a recipient some unfair
advantage in dealing with the Government or result in harm or disturbance to the internal
workings of a Government entity. Such information has been safeguarded as OUO under the
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) and is therefore exempt from disclosure.
Pursuant to 10 CFR § 1004.6(d), Dr. Andrew P. Weston-Dawkes, Director, Department of
Energy Office of Classification, Office of Environment, Health, Safety and Security, is the
official responsible for the denial of the DOE classified and/or safeguarded information
pursuantto Exemption 3 of the FOIA.
Paul Jacobsmeyer, Chief, Department of Defense (DOD), is the official responsible for the
denial ofthe information determined by the DOD to be classified under Exemptions 1 and 3
ofthe FOIA and for information withheld pursuant to Exemption 2 of the FOIA.
Pursuant to 10 CFR § 1004.7(b)(2), I am the individual responsible for the withholding of
the information mentioned above pursuant to Exemption 7 of the FOIA.
You may appeal the withholding of Exemption 1, 2, 3, and 7 information pursuant to
10 CFR § 1004.8. Such an appeal must be made in writing within 90 calendar days after
receipt of this letter, addressed to the Director, Office of Hearings and Appeals, HG-1, U.S.
Department of Energy, 1000 Independence Avenue SW, L'Enfant building, Washington, DC
20585. Your appeal must contain a concise statement of the grounds for the appeal and a
description of the relief sought. Please submit a copy of this letter with the appeal. Please
clearly mark both the envelope and the letter "Freedom of Information Appeal." You may
also submit your appeal by e-mail to OHA.filings@hg.doe.gov, including the phrase
"Freedom of Information Appeal" in the subject line. Thereafter, judicial review will be
available to you in the District of Columbia or in the district where (1) you reside, (2) you
have your principal place of business, or (3) the Department's records are situated.
There are no charges to you for processing your FOIA request.
If you have questions, please contact Karen Laney at karen.laney@nnsa.doe.gov. or write to
the address above, and reference Control Number FOIA 09-00234-J in your correspondence.
Sincerely,

~~

Jane Summerson
Authorizing and Denying Official
Enclosure
cc w I o enclosure:
J. Bitsie, SFO
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Defense Nuclear Agency
Washington, D.C. 20305-1000

Gerald G. Watson
Major General, USA
Director

The Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) is meeting the challenges of the 21st century
today by aggressively pursuing research in nuclear weapons effects while monitoring and evaluating the United States stockpile. These efforts support the US policy
of peace through deterrence. Adopted after World War II, this policy is designed to
deter aggression, nuclear or conventionat against the US and its allies.
DNA traces its history to the Manhattan Project, formed in 1942 to oversee the
development of the atomic bomb. Over the years, DNA has focused on researching
the military effects of nuclear weapons and applying that knowledge to military
systems, plans, and policy. While the basic mission is unchanged, the technical
thrust of DNA's mission evolves to keep pace with, or anticipate, modern nuclear
weapon designs, more robust military weapon systems, changing tactics, operational requirements, strategy and defense policy.
DNA activities focus on nuclear weapon effects research and testing. Underground nuclear weapon testing
enables DNA to study nuclear radiation effects. Nuclear survivability testing provides an alternate means to
obtain data using conventional high explosives and laboratory facilities to simulate weapon effects. Scientific
computing provides a theoretical research capability using supercomputers. Theoretical studies in shock
physics and material response resulted in the creation of some of the most sophisticated computational codes
in existence. Nuclear survivability and security initiatives involve research and development programs
designed to assure survivability of both strategic and nonstrategic nuclear forces. Other program aspects
include research to develop physical security equipment to enhance the security of strategic and tactical
nuclear forces. Command, control, communications, and intelligence systems are also enhanced through
theoretical and experimental testing and analysis. DNA's biomedical effects research focuses on understand~
ing the physiological effects of ionizing radiation.
Stockpile management is both a peacetime and a wartime mission for DNA. The Agency monitors the quantity, quality, safety, reliability, and worldwide location of nuclear weapons in the US stockpile. Additionall)"
DNA manages nuclear weapons accounting, reporting, logistics, publications, and inspection programs.
DoD/DOE emergency response procedures are reviewed during nuclear weapon accident and improvised
nuclear device response exercises sponsored by DNA. DNA also operates the Joint Nuclear Accident Coordinating Center, a central point where information on radiological assistance capabilities is maintained and
exchanged.
Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI)-sponsored research is a comprehensive program aimed at demonstrating
key technologies necessary for ballistic missile defense. DNA supports SDI system architects and weapons
designers by providing lethality criteria for kinetic and directed energy weapons and chc"lracterizing the environment in which they must operate. Our arms control research and development efforts center on developing the technology necessary to verify a treaty through on-site inspection.
DNA is committed to ensuring the safety, security, and survivability of the US nuclear weapons stockpile. As
the number of nuclear weapons is reduced under arms control agreements, DNA's work becomes even more
crucial. It is my belief that DNA will serve as the DoD hub for research, development, and stockpile management activities well into the next century.
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Sandia National laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185
Livermore, California 94551

A. Narath
President

For more than forty years, deterrence has been the cornerstone of US defense
policy, consisting of a stockpile of nuclear weapons and the missiles} aircraft, and
artillery to deliver them. Sandia National Laboratories' special mission, as part of
the Department of Energy, is to ensure that nuclear warheads meet the highest
standards of operational capability, reliability, safety, and control.
With this review, we discuss Sandia's role in weaponizing nuclear explosives, the
historical development of the stockpile and our monitoring and evaluation activi~
ties. We include a discussion of the important safety and use control aspects of
nuclear warhead engineering. Our net assessment concludes that today's stockpile
is effective and reliable but that important work remains to be done to make it as
safe and secure as evolving technologies permit.
In its history, the stockpile has been shaped by strategic doctrine that has evolved
from massive retaliation to flexible response as the intemational situation warranted. Until recent years, arms
control and strategic defen..<Je have not been major components of strategic design because of technical limitations. Today it is dear that deterrence, as represented by the stockpile, will be bolstered by new aspects of
national security policy that are now technically or politically viable.
It is fair to assume that the stockpile will not grow; indeed, it is quite possible that new arms reduction agreements may reduce the number and types of weapons deployed. However, the responsibilities associated with
maintaining a competent nuclear weapon arsenal will continue to be formidable. Its deterrent value must be
sustained. Safety is of paramount importance: a single accident involving a nuclear explosion or dispersal of
nuclear material would be a catastrophe, and could badly damage or terminate public support for a nuclear
deterrent. In addition, we will continue to pursue improvements in command and control: the President
must have flexible, exclusive, and unencumbered command of our nuclear forces.

Ensuring quality effort and product is a major initiative for the Laboratories. Quality is conformance to
requirements ... in the case of nuclear weapons, ensuring quality means meeting requirements of per for~
mance, schedule, and cost. We are striving to improve our designs and the manufactu.ring procedures for the
nuclear weapons complex so that we do meet these goals, and we will increase our efforts to streamline some
of these processes.
One aspect of nuclear weapon quality that is of particular concern is reliability. Assessing nuclear weapon reliability is an evolving process. Our assessments are updated through periodic laboratory and flight testing of
samples of each weapon in the stockpile- a process allowing us to see the effects of new technologies and
more demanding requirements. We recognize that smaller and safer weapons, and those with greater military
capabilities, may be less reliable if we are not vigilant throughout each weapon's lifetime- through develop~
ment, production, deployment, and retirement. I am personally committed to continuous improvement of
quality to ensure that reliability is high and is in balance with safety and control.
The stockpile of the first forty years of the nuclear age was designed during a cold war. During the next forty
years it must be designed to foster stability, nonproliferation, and peace. I believe our policy makers may
begin to think of the stockpile not in terms of deterring war, but in terms of maintaining peace. Modern
weapons must be militarily appropriate, safe, secure, and survivable. A "peacetime stockpile" must offer an
appropriate level of deterrence and fit with arms control, verification, strategic defense, and conventional
force strategy as part of an integrated national security posture.
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Weaponizing Nuclear Explosives
Title Unclassified, Article Unclassified

The DoD and the DOE }oilttly develop nuclear
u1eap01-ts in a series of structured steps ranging from
concept assessment and engineeri11g to manufacture
and, finally, retirement.

Bomb

Warhead

&ding

fuze

Missile or
artillery shell
warhead
Responsibility
DOE

DoD

Figure 1. DoD and DOE shore design and development res~mllsibilities accordof 1954and memotrmda of understanding. DOE
is responsible for all warheads, whether used on bombs or mis~iles, as well as for
en lire bomb systems. DoD shares with DOE the design responsibilities for
nuclear weapons dcliT.II!t'ed by 1nissiles.
ing fo the Atomic Energy Act
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In the nuclear weapons program,
Sandia National Laboratories is
charged with three bask responsibilities: maintain the int(!grity of
the stockpile; design and develop
new weapons for the stockpile;
and maintain a technology base to
(1) support the first two responsibilities, (2) provide options for
future nuclear weapon requin~
ments, (3) avoid technological surprise by our adversaries, and
(4) provide support for arms control
proposals and verification issues.
We have totally or partially
weaponized every weapon in the
stockpile. For each weapon, we
interface with one of the DOE
nuclear design laboratories. and the
service user as shown in Figure 1.
The DOE laboratories generally
work with the military services in
assessing th~: potential for meeting
new mission needs with existing
weapons or new weapons cottcepts.
These "pre-Phase J" activities provide insight for focusing laboratory
advanced development work <md
lend realism !o the militarymis..•,;iun
need statement DOE and DoD
phases a.re compared in Figure 2.

· · - · - - - - - ··--

-------------
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Figure 2. Ideally, nuclear weapon arui weapon system development proceed through
coordinated DoD.cancl DOE phases. In practice, programs rarely are meshed quite this
well; however, joint approvals t:md reporting requirements ensure that both wetlpon
and rveapon system proceed toward produclion in a am trolled manner.
Decision Milestones

Program
Initiation

I

II

Ill

of Alternative

Intent
to Deploy

Production

I

!

Selection

DoD Phases

DOE Phases
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Phase l (Concept Definition)
studies may be performed by any
DoD component or the DOE labora~
tories, or may be conducted jointly.
In addition to the study of potential
weapons applications, Phase 1 studies
be conducted to investigate
broader mission area needs or applications of nuclear-related technology,
These studies usually involve preliminary effe<'tiveness analyses,
delivery system and warhead tradeoffs, and development of a. prelimil1ruy
draft of the Military Characteristics
(MCs), which state the warhead performance requirements. The report
written by the Phase l study group
provides information needed by the
DoD to detennine whether to pro•
ceed into Phase 2 and helps the DOE
laboratories shape their activities.
Phase 2 (FeasibilityStudy) is a
crucial step .in determining how best
to meet natiom\l security needs.
This joint DoD-DOE study deter·
mines the technical feasibility of
meeting the need and identifies
those aspe<.is of nuclear
development, testing, production
processes, and rt.'SOurce availability
likely to be determining factors in
developing and producing a nuclear
weapon for a particular weapon
syste1n. A Phase 2 study is initiated
only after a military department
request is approved by the Nuclear
Weapons Council {NWC). One of
the most irnportantta..,:ks for the
joint DoD-DOE study group is to
conduct trade-off studies and to
ensure thAt total weapon system
cost and perfornumce are t.X>nsid~
ered in establishing the military
requirements and design objectives.
Candidate warheads are proposed
by design teams from Lawrence
Livermore/Sandia and Los
Alamos/Sandia. The advantages
and disadvantages of each C<c'\ndidate are analyzed, and economic
and nudear material savings that
would
from changes in
requiremC>nts are identified. Deterrnining feasibility frequently

10

requires preUminary warhead
designs and testing, including
underground tntdear tests.
The Phase 2 study usually takes
about one year and culminates with
a report to the NWC. This report
contai.n..:; the study group findings
and updatt:~l d.rnft warhead MCs,
and should be avail~tble for highlevel DoD and DOE deliberations.
The DOE also develops comparative
warhead costs sothat the NWC is
able to consider cost/benefit issues.
In harmony with thel)oD
weapon system demonstration and
validation work, the DoD and DOE
conduct a joint Phase 2A (Design
Definition and Cost Study) to identify a baseline design that best balances resources and requirements.
The DOE normally selects a single
design team to work with the cognizant mi1itc1ry department and its
contractors. The study is conducted
by a Project Offict.>rs' Group (POG),
which oversees the trade-off stud.ies
and refint>s the warhead's MCs. Tentative development and production
schedules are established and a
DoD-DOE division of responsibilities for development and productionis drafted.
The POG is ch.ilrged with producing a report to support Defense
Acquisition Board deliberations.
The DOE provides Weapon Design
and
Report, which describes
the ba::;eline design and decision
cost estimates and reports the
results of trade-off analyses involving requirements, costs, and nuclear
material cost and availability. The
DOE laboratory team conducts
design activities in sufficient depth
to suppOrt the trade-off stud.k>s and
cost analyS~:s. Prototyping
testing are conducted as necessary.

a

Phase 3 (Development Engineering), which normally occurs concurrently
DoD full--scale development, begins after the Secretary of
Energy accepts a formal request for
this work from the Secretary of
LJ~;:'It;I:t:>t:. The POG, with oversight

by. the NWC Standing Committee,
continues to coordinate Doi>-OOE
activities.
Early in Phase 3, Sandia, on behalf
of the POG, prepares a Preliminary
Weapon Development report that
provides design objectives, a
weapon description, test plans1
requirements for ancillary equipment, a.nd a program schedule. This
report is submitted for review to the
DoD Design Review and Acceptance Group (DRAAG), which will
ttltirnately assess design compliance with the<M.Cs and recommend
on acceptance to the DoD.
DuringPha.se 3, the DOE laboratories conduct inte.nsive design, prototype development, and testing
activities, including joint testing
with the DoD weapon &J'Sfem. Warhead interfaces are determined and
studies canducted to ensure that the
design will meet the stringent safety
requirements specified in the MCs.
The DOE establishes a baseline cost
for warhead production.
The NWC reviews each program
annually duringJ'hase 3 and 4.lt
considers the impact of the MCs
and the Stockpile-ttt-Target Sequence
(SIS), which describt~ the logistical
and operational evolutions and the
resulting physical <~twironments the
weapon may encounter, on the design
and engineering effort and on the
resources needed to 111eetthe design
requirements and goals, Specific
DoD requirements (>r DO.E design/
production decisions that will
increase costs are
particular
attention.
Formal .establishment ofPhase 4
(Produdion.Engineering)·.authothe .DOE production complex
authority to begin pmcuring and
fabricating materials and components for a portion of the production schedule as specified by DOE.
The DOE laboratory design team
supplies the production complex
with complete drawings, process
instructions, and engineering releases
during this ph.il.se, and continiws

---------·--------··
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with the joint DoD~OOE testing initiatedinJ'hase 3. DoD-DOE interfaces and activities on trainers,
spares, special equipment, manuals,
and post-development testing are
also established during this phase.
PhaseS (First Production) is.a
period in which the DOE evaluates
the production processes and the
resulting product to determine if all
quality requirements are met. During
this periud, the laboratory design
team prepa.res and submits a Final
Weapon Development Report to the
DoD DRAAG. Ifthe DRAAG determines thatthe design meets the
approved MQ; and STSs to the
extent that no further DOE development effort is required, it reoommends to the NWC that the design
be accepted as a standard stockpile
item. During Phase 5 the mUitary
department 'sNudear Weapon
System Safety Group conducts a
pre-operational safety study to deter~
mine the adequflcy of the weapon
system's safety features and opera~
tional procedures. This group pr~
pares Safety Rules .for approval by
the Secretary of Defense and makes
remmmendations for any needed
improvements in nuclear safety.
Phase 5 culminates with the

issuance of a Major Assembly
Release, which is prepared by the
DOE design laboratories, stating
that the weapon is satisfactory for
release to the.DoD for specified
capabilities and uses.

SECRET;; .. ~-c.J
and flighttesting, that stockpiled
weapons continue t<.) meet quality
requirements. Should deficiencies
be found and corrective action
needed, the DOE laboratories
pare productic:m oehange proposals
with specific~mlutions. From time to
time, technicaladvances require
that portions ofthe stockpile be
modernized. TI1ese design actions a.re
also handled by theDOE laboratories.
Phase 7 (Retirement) begins with

t.he .first physical withdrawal of the
weapon from stockpile. Weapons
are returned to be disassembled at
the DOE's Pantex Plant. Inspections
provide additional information that
can guide R&D for future designs.
Sandia participates in safety studies
.related to retirement and weapon

The Weapons Program Status
chart in the appendix shows the
progression of weapons through the
structured phases, including
weapons cur~ntly in stockpile and
those in development.
The bulk of this material has been
excerpted from DOE Nuclear

Weapon R.D&T: Objectives, Role$,
and Responsibilities, SAND89-1243,
March 1989, by Glen R Otey.
For more informatiDn,call
SNL/Dick lJmdie (505.) 84~"3008
SNL/Glen Otey (505) 844:-7006
HQONA/SMOP (703) 325-1004
FCDNA/FCPRW (505) 844-2810
FCDNAIFCPSM (505) 844-0401

disassembly.
Certain ancillary equipment (e.g.,
Permissive Action Link (PAL) controllers) may be needed byDoD on
schedules different from u:-t.ajor
system development. This dE-'velopment work by DOE laboratory
designers is conducted under ad
hoc DoD-DOE arrangem!;!nts. By the
same token, DoD frequently uses
existing nuclei\r weapons ~m new
aircraft or platforms. And while

little or no warhe-ad redesign may
be required, a great deal of compati,bility testing may be needed to
establish the operational capability.

Phase 6 (Quantity Production
and Stockpile) begins after ail
PhaseS checks have been success.fully completed, including production and deployment approval by
the SecretaryofDefense. Phase 6
continues through a weapon's production and stockpile life. The DOE
maintains full-scale production at
the rates necessary to meet directed
schedules.
Stockpile evaluation is a major
Phase 6 activity. It ensures, through
stockpile sampling and laboratory

11
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Stockpile Milestones

o

Related Events

~~-···-·--------·----··----~··--········-····---········-··-···-·--·······--··-··--····-·-·-·-···········---·--·····-··········---

Trinity/Hiroshima/Nagasaki " WWII ends, AEC formed
836 bomber deployed " SAC formed
US bombers based in United Kingdom

o

NATO formed

Rapid stockpile buildup ., USSR explodes fission device
US explodes fusion device

o

USSR explodes fusion device
DOE (b}{3), DOD (b)(1)

:1l

Wooden bomb concept

o

Rapid, flexible delivery requested

Laydown bomb concept " USSR deploys surface-to-air missiles
Sealed pits, gas boosting

o

Nuclear material shortage

ICBM deployed (ATLAS) " USSR launches Sputnik, deploys IRBM (SS-4)
SLBM deployed {Polaris) " USSR deploys ICBM (SS-6)
Permissive Action Links (PAL)

o

NATO Quick Reaction Alert (ORA)

MRVed SLBM deployed (Polaris A-3)

o

USSR deploys MRVed missile

First underground test (Nougat) " Limited test ban treaty
DOE (b)(3)

Exclusion region safety concept " AEC!DoD safety study
Insensitive high explosive

Palomares accident (1966)

MIRVed ICBM (MM Ill) and
MIRVed SLBM (Poseidon) deployed

o

USSR deploys MIRVed ICBM

Sprint, Spartan to reserve

u

SALT I treaty

SRAM deployed on aircraft

o

Standoff weapon needed

Active protection systems " ORA weapons in foreign countries
Stockpile improvement program

c·

ERDA/DoD safety review

Trident I SLBM deployed " USSR deploys MIRVed SLBM (SS-18)
Limitation on launchers, bombers

o

SALT II treaty

DOE (b)(3), DOD (b)(1)

Peacekeeper ICBM and
Trident II SLBM deployed " USSR deploys mobile ICBM (SS-25)
GLCM, Pershing II to reserve " NATO INF treaty

12
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How the Stockpile Developed
Title Unclassffied, Articlo Secret Rostric!ed Data

Aftet· World War Il~
increased geopolitical tensions
and evolving technologies
shaped today~s stockpile.

The awesome effects of atomic
bombs dropped on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki and their role in ending
World War U "~>vithjapan led tht~ US
to envision maintaining only a small
inventory of essentially hand-built
bombs. This vision presumed that
the US would muintain its
monopoly on atomic weapons for
some time, and did not anticipate
that the Soviet Union and Chinn
would try aggressively to expand
their spheres of influence.

weapons. The Mark 7 bomb and the
Mark 9 280-mm Artillery Fired
Atomic Projectile were the first of
these weapons. In the early ·1950s
we st<wted developing nuclear warheads for short-range missiles such
as the Honest John and Corporal
(Figure 1).
Until the early 1960s the size of
the US nuclear stockpile was essentially limited by the availabiUty of

Fi.gure L An important milestone in
the de1Jelopmenl of lite nuclear
stockpile occurred in the early 1950s.
AI that lime we started development of
warheads fiJr short-range, tactical
missiles/ike the W7 Honest Jolm
sfww11 here.

Potitical events and
resources affected military
requirements for a1tuclear
deterrent.
The drawing of the Iron Curtain
across Eastem Europe, the Berlin
crisis in 1948, the detonation of the
first Soviet atomic bomb in '1949, and
the Communist overrun of mainland
China, also in 1949, cuused the US to
increase greatly its stockpile of
atomic w<:~npons. The Mark 4 bomb,
introduced in 1948, was the first
atomic weapon designed to bt~ mass
produced and safely ston:)d in an
asst•mbled state (with tht~ fissile core
removed).
With the advent of the Korean
Cont1id in !950, the US was involv<.'l..i
inn ground war in Asla, and our
focus shifted to tactical nuclear

13
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Ballistic missiles led to ne·w
classes of nuclear u'e.apon
systems itttermediate""
range, interccmtittental,, and
submariue-launched.

UU:;;\U>t:>;J

ificantly f()

. W68/Mk3 PQseklon system,
where 14indepemlently tnrg~etable
reentry bodies could be ccwried on a
single sttbmarine-Jatmched ballistic
missile. This concept of integration

end of tlw dt•cal.le, li:Hge
multimegaton bombs dominated tho

stra,teglc stockpile,

was subse~Jttently used for the
W76/Mk4ahd W88/Mk5 Trident
systems.

Teclrnological eve11ts·- at
home aml abroad - lu1d
great impact on the US
nuclea1' stockpile.
The USSI<'s Sputnik ushered in
the era of ballistic missiles, and

USSH:surface-hr.air missiles became
a threat to high~flyitl.g US nuclear
delivery aircraft. L(lS Alamos and
Lawrence Livermore National
Laborntories perfected Slc>aled-pit
weapons, with comp!etl~, prt~Hssem·
blexlnuclear expk>sives, whkh

therefilre were ready for instant
deployment. Sealed-pit designs
allowed mort~ weapons to oo built

for a given mnount of nudear mal"t'riaL Reduct.~lweapon size ri~sttlted
Jx~ause gas boosting was tied to the

sealed,-.ptt tt~hnology. Suriace-to~ai!'
n'lissil~.~s raised real doubts ahotit thE'
continm~d use of aircraftas riude<:ir
delivery systems unless lxnnbs
could be designedftJr low·<lltitude
(lnydown) delivery so th<1t the nircraft could fly and deliver weapons
beneath radar ClWt~rnge. In 1955, tl1~
jf>irlt AEC/DoD Tabl¢~leg COmmitt!:.'c
was formed to study thefe<lSibilit y
of'' m.dkallaydm-vn weapon. This
workand om parachute develop-

ment led to the B43, the

bomb

designed f(Jl'laydowndelivery, The
B43 had a nose spike to stick. into
target ~)tt impact to attenuate the
ground impact shock (Figure 2). All
bombs placed in the stockpile sine~?
1961 havt'!]wda laydmvn capahiHt~h
althongh the spike was not used
()gain.

14

Figurt' 2.. By tile early J960fl we had dt?t1l:'{opetltqcticallaljdonm [n,mbs. The }l'rsl deployed, the
was pamchule
retartfe.d so the delivery aircmfl nmld
low-altitude

delivery. A
ntlemmte

tile

l>omb to
ft) the target lu
and prevent
ricochet.
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Component developments
increased stockpile
capability, economy, and
safety.

In .1968 more stringent design
criteria were adopted to
achieve higher levels of
nuclem· safety.

ln the early 1950s, an important
development was thE' inflight insertion mechanism that inserted the fissile capsule ball into the pit when
the mechanism was electrically actuated from the cockpit or within the
missile. This devin~ allowed the
nuclear assernbly to remain in a safe
position until late in the stockpileto-target-sequence. Another development was the external neutron
generator that replaced the internal
neutron source. More precise timing
of the neutron pulse allowed less fissile materia] to be used.
Environmental Sensing Devices
(ESDs) were incorporated in weapons
after the introduction of sealed pit
systems. The ESD interrupts the
warhead atming and firing circuit. It
doses (and allows final arming artd

A new concept for weapon electrical system safety was developed
and t'ngineered at Sandia to me~;:•t
these new criteria. Using uniquesignal-operated strong link switches,
this concept has been incorporated
into every new weapon entering the
stockpile since 1976 and has been
retrofitted into several existing
\<Veapons.

firing) only after sensing some
deploymenhmique environmt'nL
Several weapons \verc retrofitted
beginning in tlw late 1950s with
E.SDs. In 1962, President Kennedy
directed that Pennissive Action Links
{PALs} be incorporated in all NATOdeployed we,1pcms to protect against
unauthorized use. "Ibday many
nudear W<:"!c'llXH'It:i incorporate PALs or
coded launch-control systems. Some
Navy weap<ms are the exception.
Modern PALs provide a significant
level of protection from unauthorized use of a nuclear weapon.

DOE (b)(S), DOD (b)(l), (b)(3)

The l.IS nuclear stockpile is
reliable and continues to
meet the national secm•ity
requirements.
The oldest weapon, the W33, is
34 years old; the average age of
weapons in the stockpile today is
nearly l4 yeaJOOE (bi(3), DOD (b}(1), (b)(3)

'dog {b){S}, DOD1(b)(1), (bJfS)

DOE (b)(3}
DOE (b)(3)
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Monitoring the Stockpile
Title Uncli\ssilied. Article Secret Restricted Data

The DOE and DoD work together to ensure t1te
continued effectiveness of the nuclear deterrent.

Figure 1. For as long as they are in
!Ire active stockpile, weapm1s are
sum pled periodically and returned
to DO£ facilities for extensive evaluation. 1-icre, a development exercise shows a Trident 1.1 missile bei11g
removed from the USS Tennessee.
16
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Sandia is responsible for the integrity
of the hardware we develop for
weaponi:dng nuclear explosives.
This responsibility does not end
when our engineering development is complete. In fact, we and
the Defense Nuclear Agency
(Figure 1) arc responsible and
actively involved in stockpile
issues until the weapon is retired
fl'om the stockpile. Separate, panliIel Sandia organizations that report
to Sandia's president design the
system and components and evaluate the stockpile. This corporate
separation of the design and evaluaticm functions provides an independtmt assessment of the
stockpile, that is, the checks and
balances. Vve implement a series of
integrated programs that ensure

SEGRET/RD
our involvement is effectiv.r;?. These
programs are briefly described in
this article.
While a weapon is in development and production, Wl' carry out
reliability and quality assurance
programs. After the weapon enters
the stockpile, we continue our
responsibility for stockpile evaluation and military liaison. Collectively, these programs ensure that
we make sound and timely technical decisions that may be needed to
maintain stockpile integrity.
Reliability assurance is an analytic program that supports design
tradeoffs that must balance safety,
deployment, and functional issues.
Results of development and stockpile evaluation tests are used to
assess the hardware performance.

Quality assurance activities ensure
that production processes and contmls are in place and effective.
Stockpile evaluation testing is
our best possible simulation of
weapon performance in actual use.
Randomly selected weapons are
tested periodically for as long as
they are in the active stockpile.
Test results support decisions for
weapon upgrades should they be
needed. Utrough our military liaison activities, we ensure tl1<1t military users are thoroughly familiar
with weapon-related operations
during storage, shipment, deployment; and in case of an accident.
The following sections describe
reliability assessment and quality
assurance, stockpile evaluation,
and military liaison in more detaiL

Nevada
Test
Site

~

PACOM Liaison Office

MODUK Liaison Office --------+

Johnston Atoll Test Site

EUCOM Liaison Office -

Field Command

Figm·e 1, Defense Nuclear Agency Activities

SEGRET'RD
I
..·
~
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Reliability Assessment and Quality Assurance
Our quality and reliability
assurance programs augment
engitteering developme11t.
The weapon design laboratories
have been assigned the quality and
reliability assurance responsibility
tor providing and maintaining an
effective nuclear weapon stockpile
for national defense. Quality is
defined as conformanee to aU
requirements, and reliability is the
successful and effective perforni<'lnce of a weapon. Our quality
and reliability assurance efforts
begin during development of a
wea.pon and end <mly after the
weapon is retired from the stockpile. This effort is unique because
we must ensure
the quality

and reliability of a weapon that
cannot be fully tested and may
never be used (if deterrence is successful), but must function reliably
if needed.
Thus, nuclear weapons require
ext:raordimuy measures to ensure
with high confidence that they can
be safely handled, efficiently eonz.
trolled, and remain operational in
storaf,!;e. The issues we address are
many, varied, and complex. We
must ensure that weapon reliability
goals are recogniz.ed in the design
process, achieved in production,
and maintained throughout stockpile life. The principal responsibility
for achieving high reliability lk>s
with our design organizations/ who
provide basic ru.'Surance for quality
and reliability ill the design process

Rocky Flats Plant, est. 1951.
Mission: Gas boost systems and nuclear
system parts

Kansas City Plant,
est. 1948. Mission:
Fuzing & firing

subassemblies

through project ma.nagement, analysis, testing,. and
The
keys to achieving
stockpile
reliability include a robust design;
attention to production processes
and .materials rompatibility; comprehensive development testing;
wide-range production monitoring
(Figure 2); adequate stockpile
surveillance; and, when needed,
corrective action.
Weapons cannot enter the stockpile without their manufacture
having been monitored through
actions of the desigrt laboratories'
and production contractors' quality
proca'>Ses. The technological
advances employed in weapons
have bt>en matched by improvements in the ways we monitor
weapon quality. In the modern

Mound Plant,
est. 1947. Mission:
Explosive
components

Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory,
est 1952. Mission:
Nuclear explosive
design

Y-12 Plant, est 1947.
Mission: Nuclear
explosives assembly

Sandia National
Laboratories, est 1956.
Mission: Weaponizlng
nuclear explosives

Savannah River Plant,
est. 1953, Mission: Tritium
8. plutonium production ·

Sandia National Laboratories,

est 1945. Mission: Weaponlzing
nuclear explosives
Los Alamos National Laboratory,
est 1944. Mission: Nuclear
explosive design

F>antex Plant,
est 1951. Mission:
High Explosives parts
& final weapon assembly

Pinellas Plant, est. 1958.
Mission: Neutron
generators, ceramic parts,
power supplies, lightning
arrester connectors

2. The DOE Integrated Contractor Complex
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quality methodology, the disciplines of statistics, human factors,
and reliability engineering are
some of the means employed to
enhance the quality of the design
and manufacturing effort by providing continual, independent
assessment of the design, the manufacturing processes, and weapon
hardware performance.
In 1947, a multifaceted program
was started to ensure the high reliability of stockpiled nuclear weapons.
Quality assurance methods at that
time included inspection, audit,
sample evaluation, and product
qualification through first article
inspection.
By the late 1950s, a new design
concept was introduced that featured sealed-pit nuclear packages,

SECRET'RO
environmentally sealed warhead
sections, and one-shot devices. The
new design reduced the need for
field maintenance and, as a consequence, precluded field testing of
important components and subsystems. To compensate for the lack of
field-generated data, a stockpile
sampling program was developed
to provide the necessary assurance
information. Joint flight tests with
the DoD were started in the early
1960s to complement the OOE
stockpile sampling program. The
test results are used to momtor the
stockpile condition and to update
reliability assessments of the
weapons.
Complementary test programs
provide data for continuing reliability assessment of stockpiled

weapons. Our objective is to conduct a variety of tests in sufficient
number to ensure that any significant problem will be detected in
time to allow corrections before
the stockpile is seriously degraded.
All failures and test anomalies are
thoroughly analyzed to determine
cause, frequency, expected extent,
and finally, impact on the current
reliability assessment. Reliability
assessments are regularly updated
to include the most recent applicable data (Box A).
As nuclear weapons became more
complex (Figure 3), the quality procedures grew to meet the challenge.
Weapon evaluation became more
sophisticated, while the first article
inspection expanded into a review
of all manufacturing processes

Box A: Reliability Analysis Methods
Assessing weapon reliability requires analysis of system designs, formulating mathematical assumptions and
models, and testing systems and components. The assessed reliabilities reflect our best estimate of the stockpile,
and we assume they will be stable over the life of the stockpile unless otherwise stated.
Analysis defines the response of the weapon system and its components under extreme environmental conditions. A variety of system and component tests at environmental extremes and flight tests confi.nn the theoretical
and added
allow for unanticipated res nses.
d
Conservative

SEGRET'REJ
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along with the design and productit)n documenht TI\e procedure that
began as first article inspection is
now moving lo the very b~;.~ginnil1g
of the design process to provide
quality support and rc\'iew for all of
the design at jevdopment aclivi.
by quality personnel in the design process
an early focu:; on design
development testing, production
processes, and subcomponent availability. TI1ese activities supplement
the quality control procedures of the
production agendes and vend<.ml.
Today's quality functions have
been broadt•mxi to include qunlity
software u:;ed in
L>r-,cotlfr<)lk>d subsystems. Providing assistance and
guidance in tlu' formulation of organizational quality plans in weapon
programs is another new direction.
Rt~ports of the quality pt!rfonnance
of weapons and the agencies who
d
d manufacture them bring
q
atters to the attention nf
the Sandia's top management.
These programs of preventive
measures to achieve weapon qunlity
before stockpile entry are the foundation of rdiahility and cost effectiveness in providing the nuclear

dt~t~~rrent.

Our quality and
assurance pn,grams are"'"''"''"'"·'
initiaUy to prevent problem.s
occurring and finally to detect,
aSSl'SS, <md solvt' stockpile problems
L'arly, before stockpile effectiveness
is seriously degraded. The fact that
the assessed rl'liability of our nuch::ar
even for the
, is
to
maintaining an effective nudenr
deterrent forct•.

FPr more informatiou, Ullf
SNL/Don Wright (505) 844-5137
SNUOuis Schroeder (505) 844-6122
HQDNA/SMOP (703) 325-1009
FCDNA/I~CPSQ (505) 844-2780

Figure 3. Modem nuclear weapons such as this 861 Mod 3 111<? complex,
ing of many parts tlmt interact in su/Jtle ways. Tltcn:fore, our qualily assurcmce mrd
reliability assessment programs must /Je adaptable to a brnad spectrum of processes
and lumhmre ranging from
critical mechrmical picceparts to cornplex
i'lectmnic assemblil~s.
DOE (b)(7)f
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Stockpile Evaluation
Periodic testing of stockpiled weapons ensures
their credibility.

Stockpile Evaluation comprises
those activities that preserve the
deterrent strength of the weapons
already in the arsenal - today' s
deterrent strength- by maintaining
these weapons during their long
periods of dormant storage.
Stockpile evaluation needs are dictated by the demands made of these
weapons. Weapons must remain
unequivocally safe to handle during
storage, yet operate reliably in all
specified operational environments
at a moment's notice. Weapons can
degrade with age, handling, and
exposure to environments, so we
must provide for restoration of
stockpile capability if significant
degradation takes place.

The design laboratories and
DOE continually evaluate
weapons throughout their
stockpile lives.
Sandia's stockpile evaluation
group coordinates evaluation
requirements of Los Alamos and
Lawrence Livermore national laboratories in preparing and implementing stockpile evaluation plans
for each weapon program.
These plans, formulated during
development phases of weapon programs, specify all testing, short of
underground nuclear tests, of DOE
material from weapons accepted for
stockpile use by the DoD. (Underground tests of stockpiled weapons
are conducted on an infrequent basis
by either Los Alamos or Lawrence

Livermore national laboratory.)
Stockpile evaluation plans provide
for testing as long as a weapon
remains in stockpile.
The program has two parts: one
tests new weapons before they enter
the stockpile (new materials tests);
the other tests fielded weapons
(stockpile tests). In the new material
test program, DOE-accepted weapons
from each month's production are
randomly selected and tested. This
testing ensures that weapons entering the stockpile will perform as
designed and that production has
been consistent. Realistic system
tests of material from completed
weapons can detect subtle defects
that have escaped the extensive production-component test programs,
and that would otherwise find their
way into stockpile.
Fielded weapons are continually
tested for defects. They are randomly
selected, annually or biennially, from
the entire inventory of fielded
weapons, regardless of where they
may be deployed. The weapons are
returned to DOE's Pantex assembly
plant in Amarillo, TX, and are prepared for and subjected to the same
kinds of realistic, system-level tests
employed in the new material test
program. In this way, performance
of fielded weapons can be carefully
compared to the performance of
new weapons, providing sensitive
measures of any degradation that
might have occurred.
Each test is extensive for both the
new and fielded weapons. Upon
receipt of a weapon at Pantex, safety
and command and control features

SECRETlRD

are examined and tested with electrical and radiographic techniques. In
most of the weapons, internal gas
atmospheres are sampled and examined through mass spectroscopy to
detect chemical reactions such as
hydrogen evolution, that might be
detrimental to weapon performance.
A few weapon functions are tested
prior to disassembly so that the command disablement features can be
evaluated without perturbation.
Some of these in situ tests verify function of certain arming features, but
they are performed only after suitable safeguards are taken to ensure
that safety is not compromised.
After 100% examinations, the
weapons undergo minimum disassembly to remove the nuclear explosive. Careful inspection is made at
each stage of disassembly to disclose
visible changes such as material
degradation. Torques and other
assembly features are also examined
and the measurements recorded.
The nuclear explosive is separated
from the fuzing and firing systems,
and subjected to examinations or
tests specified by Los Alamos or
Lawrence Livermore national laboratory. Most nuclear systems are
nondestructively examined, after
which they are returned to the production line to be rebuilt into
weapons.
The arming, fuzing, and firing
hardware is predominantly Sandia's
responsibility. It is configured for
system level testing, either in the
laboratory or in the field.
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ln.the laboratory, special
testers evaluate theftmctiott
oftlte weapon under
simulated use c01tditions.
Laboratmytes.ts assess th~:; fu.nction of mechanical and pyrotechnic
deviet$, parachutes, and· the arming,

fuzing, and firing

Follow~

ing preconditioning of the testunil:s
at them()St extreme temperatures in
which reliable Operation is required,
the testt..>rS provide additionalenvi·
ronrnental inputs, such .1s acceleration, necessary to activate sensing
devkt:.'S (Figure B. The testers also
prtwide elt:~ctrical signals in the sarne
St!tlUt.'nce and timing that the weapon
•·vould experiencein actual use.
Monitor points throughout the
system provide real-time measurements of the behavior the system
as it operates.
Each u~stis scored as a
if
all thefunctions ncct-'Ssaryto produce a nudearexph<>imlareaccomplished:function ~led, gas boosting,
ncu.tx-onflux, am:l d~tott.:1tm perfor-

maJJ.ce. A failure to achie:Veany of
tht!:'.Ge
is scored a test
failure.
In n1<1ny weaponsfhereare several
use options available. For ex<ttnple, a
gravity bomb may
used in airburst, laydown, or contact burst
options, either pamdlute-n•tardt-'d or
fr~;.>efall. Suchoptions usually Involve
unique circuitry or hardware, In the
laboratory it is nft<:tn pos._qible to
evaluate a weapon in a "pt·imary''
option, and then evaluate the unique

hard ware associated with .other
options by replacing or simulating
spent components and testing the
system again in a new option. (Eilch
<)ption is tested as the primary option
.in at least one test) F.a.ch option is
mid a weapon failing any
option is deemed a failure.
Each test n~sults i.na large::! amount
of data, both attributes (go/nt"rgo)
and variables (voltage levels,
elapsed times,etc.).Thest•data are
accutnulatedand nJ<lintained in a
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Figure 1.
Weapm1s are

tested at DOE's
Pantex Plantin
Amarillo, TX.

Smrdin-desig1wd

test
pro~
vide physical
E;filnuli

leta weapon and
ret..'lmi its N>sJK111se.
ln this case, a cc1r~
tr[fuge provides

aceelerrrfion envinmmen f s 1'/ roar-

head would

experience
missilr' flight
(above). 1'he test is
controlled and
response mi:'asur,?d
.tit the ieslz;Jtstem
tonstJil! fbdinv) .
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large, nnnputerized databa1K',
together with information describing the tests, the serial numbers of
the we11pons and their components,
cHid narr<llive descriptions of defects
obs,•rved. Statistical analyses of tlw
dnta are routinely performed, and
may include data from tests conducted as many as thirty years Jgo.

Itt .flight testing, realistic
weapon configurations are
launched on missiles,
dropped from ail-craft, or
fired from howitzers.
Some weapon hardware, such as

tht' pnr11chutc systems we develop
for gnwity bombs, cnn only be evaluated by full-scale fllght tests. The
deployment and parachute dynamics cannot be evaluated in the laboratory. There is no need to simulate
L'lWironmental condition.'> nr interfaces with DoD in joint flight tests
because tlw actual conditions are
present
In preparing for flight testing, the
arming, fuzing, and firing compo~
nents are built into joint test dssemw
blies that match the rl!al wt•apon in
every aspect possible except ont':
they do not contain nucll~ar explosives. The cavity that housed the
nuclear system accommodates
instrumentation and either adivt~
telemetry or recorders. Mass properti<~s (v.reight, moments of inertia, and
center of gravity) and dynamic
properties (spring constants and
vibrational modes) are matched
with those of the original weapon.
Thus, save for markings and other
identification features, and perhaps
an external antenna svstem for radiating• tekmetrv, the a;semblv is
"
.r
nearly indistinguishable from the
real weapon.
After positive verification by
gJmnM spectroscopy and other
techniques that the assembly is a
nonnuclear device, it is sent to the
military organization that will con-
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duct the flight test The military
organizati~n assembles the pint test
assembly into the weapon system
(e.g., a warhead test assembly is
1nounted onto a missile) and conduds the test umk•r conditions
allowed by the range safety procedures (Figure 2). Rf:alism is further
enhanced when operational troops,
using operational procedure..<;, simulate an actual mission.
Extensive data nrc collected from
each test and used for scoring, <:'valuating the signals at the interface
between the DOE and DoD hardware (to isolate ngency n:•sponsibility
for failures and defects), and providing diagnostic information to help
determine causes of failures and
defects. These data nre accumulated
in the sarne computerized base ns
the laboratory test data.
Beyond the development and
implementation of tl:w test progmms, a major Sandia responsibility
is the timely and thorough investigation of all potential stockpile problems, most of which are revealed by
stockpile evaluation tests. In midition, anomalous behavior of weapon
material might be observed in other

activities. For example, inspections
by the military, conversion activities,
weapon retirements, shelf-life programs, or production lot-sample
testing can produce a symptcm1 of a
present or impending stockpile
problem, We are notified of all such
anomalies and are responsible for
conducting, with the fuil support of
tht• entire weapon comnmnity,
investigations of each of them. The
investigations address the causes of
the anomalies, their present and
future impact on stockpile relinbility
or safety, and possible corrediv<~
actions. A panel of Sandia supervisors reviews conclusions of all investigations to ensure completeness nnd
objectivity.
Our responsibilities include the
publication of program resuiL<>. The
principal publication is the quarterly
DOE Weapons Reliability Report,
which provides reliability assessments for each \Veapon in the stockpile. Investigations that disclose
relu1biHty or safety concerns nr~·
descrilx:d in this report, togdlwr
wlth the status of correctiv(~ <lctions,
Cycle reports address results of
h:·sts condudt~ in a testing period

Figure 2. DOE and DoD jointly test new and fielded weapons in the most realistic
usc conditions possible. Sandia-developed instrumentation (installed in the vofunte
from wltich flu: nuclear sy11tem has been removed) 11/l!thillres weapon operation in
the use e~winmments. Here, tit! instrummted snmity homb is lt~stcd at our 'HntoJmh
Test Rouge mmr 'l1nwpah, NV.
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for a given weapon program, and
the results of all :investigations conducted duting the p~riod. An HistoricalSununary and a Flight.lest
Sttn111l\"lfY are published annually to
sumnctarize all. testing shwe the late
1950s, def<c>ets and failu~ observed,
and correct1ve actions taken.

We itnproveifthe stockpile
e11aluation program by using
the knmoledge we ga.ined
from earl!! tests.
Initially~ asliitili}' as 9DIJW~~}"'(lns
a year were destructively tested to

evahJate the stockpile, marking tht>
task as extremely expensive. Thest'
early tests allowed us to accumulate
a database to evaluate not only the
w<:~apon stockpiles, but alsq.the test
programsthernselves, Significant
improvements and economies have
beellathieved.in the test programs
over the years.

today, 300 to 400. '1-veapons arc
test~d each year{Fxgure 3). But the
program still represents a large
expenditure-fh~OOE funding
aloJieis (')ver $200 million a year.

The st1ccess of the test programs is
measured in terms.of their ability to
detect and correct stockpile deficiencies quickly. Againstth.is criterion,
wc:foum.iea.rly programs lacking,
d~'Spitetjl.elarge numbers of weapons
test<::d, Then•.werEc' a couple of reasonsforthisparadox. First, aU tests
"ven~ 11early identical, and they were
conduct!:'(i under rather benign Ct!ndit1tn1s. This allowed subtle deficien~
des to remain hidden until the
problems became serious. For example, the intrnduction of testing at
temperature extremes uncovered a
variety of stockpile: problemsth<lt
W(~il:l.v1rluaUy undetectable

itt tests

atat11bjent temperatures. Th.e 11eed
for diversified tests to evaluate
weapon pt>rfornu'lnce Wlder all.
I.'Xp~;~ctud uset.'tmditions and delivery options, and with all applie<1ble
carders m·launch platforms, is now
wen. understood.
Another reason was fhatst1me
early programs also sufferedJtom

utmeL<:Ssary comprmnises in the
tests or test configurations. Often a
necessary condition for failure ofthe
weapons was ellminatedfn:nnthe
test nr test configuration{ or compro.mises Ieftdou ptahout the validity of

Figure 3. Significant improvl!lnents in
the stockpileet111luaJion prograrr:hp:ve
led to redt<~.ced testq ucmtUies {l11tl oosts.
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a failure indication. Lack of realism,
of course, is an ever-present danger,
since safety and data requirements
cannot always be satisfied without
some compromise. The willingness
to diversify tests sometimes helps,
however, as not all tests and test
units need be subject to the same
compromises.
The early shortcomings have been
largely overcome in today's testing,
and the results from these steadily
improving test programs dearly
show their importance in maintaining the nuclear arsenal.

Through the stockpile
evaluation program, we have
identified significant
anomalies and developed
timely and appropriate
corrective actions.
Since the present evaluation program began in 1959, over 500 corrective actions have been taken on parts
of the stockpile. These actions, which
vary according to the seriousness of
the findings, include process changes
during manufacture; special moni-

taring to detect potential problems;
military operational actions;
restrictions on use; and in some
cases, retrofit of stockpiled weapons.
Corrective actions have maintained the reliability of the stockpile
in all required use conditions. In
addition, less serious but conseguential defects have been corrected, thus
avoiding future, possibly more serious problems.
That the test programs and subsequent corrective actions are doing
what we want them to is evident
from another view of the results.
The diversified, realistic tests that
now characterize stockpile testing
continually and consistently display
a weapon failure rate of only about
one percent. This demonstrates that
through the process of discovering
and fixing problems, we are helping
to maintain high performance standards. This result provides credibility
for our nuclear arsenal. The weapons
in the US nuclear stockpile will perform reliably if they are ever needed.

For more information, call
SNUFrank Muller (505) 844-690.1
HQDNAJSMOP (703) 325-1009
HQDNAJDFTD (703) 325-7694

____.. ________ __
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Military Liaison
Sandia is the DOE
laboratories' operatio11al
and traitting interface with
the militanJ services.
The DOE is mandated with sustain~
ing each weapon throughout its
stockpiled life with a package of
services and support. Part of this
vital package is provided by Sandia
N<~tional. Laboratories.

We interact wit1r the
military representative, Field
Command Defense Nuclear
Agencyf in a broad set of
activities.
We plan the support of weapons
for the stockpile jointly with weapon
dt'sign engineers, the military users,
and DOE staff. Ongoing support of
the stockpile covers weapons
designed by Sandia and Los Alamos
or Lawrence Livern'lore national
laboratories and centers on evaluating weapon design fmm the user's
point of view.

Weapon look-alikes. We define
ret1uirements and review designs
for trainers- weapon look-alikes

that do not contain the nuclear
explosive, but have mechanical and
dectrical systems that closely
resemble the real weapon. We pro·
vide engim?ering assistanc<! and
technical manuals for trainers.
Some trainers demonstrate the
relationships among subsystems
or components. For example, they
may emphasize the ntatcrials
making up the nuclear explosive.
Or they may illustrate weaponization of the nuclear explosive by
showing Sandia's subsystems for
arming, fuzing, and firing; command and control; and use control.

Concepts for disposal of explosive ordnance. We follow up with
recommended procedures, interpret
and support guidelines, and provide
training for safely and efficiently
handling a variety of probable
scenarios.
Areas addressed include procedures to handle a damaged weapon;
to collect classified material from
the scene of an accident; and to
detect, access, identify, field evaluate, render safe, neutralize, and
recover hazardous materials.
Recommendations on spare parts
for nuclear weapons, We host provisioning conferences where we recommend quantities and types of
spare parts needed to support the
maintenance and repair of individual
weapons throughout their stockpile
life. Base spares are items purchased

DOD{b)(~)
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by POE and ust.'t:l to support the
weapons themselves. Military
spares are items purchased by the
miHtary services to support and!·
lary equipment and training.
Technical Publications. About
250 different manuals provide the
military with step-by-step procedures to operate, assemble, disassemble, maintain, store, alter, retrofit,
test, inspect, handle, and transport
any weapon with its associated handling, disablement, and test equipment. This breadth underscores t.hc
DoD's dual role as custodian and
operator of the stockpile.
Most of our manuals apply to
specific weapons, while some are
generic and cover safety or storage
acmss all weapons.
Source data are also prepared for
the military services' own use. This
material may be incorporated into
or adapted to t<~chnical publications
having to do with topics such as
loading or unloading weapons from
their delivery systems- specific
airctaft, submarines, mobile
launchers, or reentry vehicles.
This (~11tire task involves stringent
management of n joint DOE-DoD
publication system that includes
built-in technical and editorial
checks and bolances. Our technical
publications are continually being
updated and improved as required
by a variety of formal inputs.
We also prepare technical information on other projects: safe secure

DOE (b)(7)f
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Training for special military
teams. We train some troops directly; for ex<Unple, members of teams
that exchange limitetHHe components such as tritium bottles, dispose
of explosive ordnance, and retrofit
weapons. Hands-on experience
within sight of an expert field engineer is complemeuted by multimedia presentations.
However, we primarily train military instructors and senior personnel - and, at times, equip them
with audiovisual training aids for
their classes (Figure 3),
By separate agreements between
the DOE and each of tlu~ military
services, we provide refresher
courses that are not available at
military schools.
Other training consists mainly of
instruction in special repair procedures or training assistance in the
field. We also conduct briefings and
refreshers for staff officers, military
inspt.>ction teams, and IX.)£ personnel.
Unsatisfactory Reports. These
teports cover questions, problems,
and summaries of potential discrepancies that are sent by stockpile custodians and maintenance personnel
through the military chain of command to the Field Command Defense
Nudear Agency and then on to
Sandia, Photographs of graphically
DOD (b)(2}

may accompany the reports.
When Unsatisfactory Reports refer
to DOE hardware, we coordinate the
response as needed with Los Alamos
or Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory, DOE, and Sandia
weapon engineering organizations.
A written response is then sent to the
originating military unit through the
Field Command Defense Nuclear
Agency. Our goal is to answer urgent
reports that may affect the military
alert status of weapon units within
DOD(b)(2)
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Figure 3. Military personnel come to Sandia fot' firsthand experienc1~ guided by a
Sandia expert. Coding and recoding of Permissioe Action Links, shown here, is an
important example of this specialized training.

We also maintain a database on
these reports for acces.'l by organizations within the nuclear weapons
design laboratories. The database is
useful for analyzing trends and pinpointing potential problem areas for
additional action.
On-call, worldwide technical
assistance. We conduct evaluations
in the field to diagnose and resolve
stockpile problems requiring handson tests. These onsite engineering
activities enhance maintenance,
safety, reliability, and functional
readiness of the stockpile, even
after years of storage and handling.
Providing field assistance also
improves our relationship with the
user troops by encouraging questions and feedback on the performance of the weapon throughout its
stockpile life.
Evaluations of stockpile
improvements and repairs. We
write change proposals, coordinate
evaluation of alteration or retrofit
procedures, and participate in design
reviews of operations involving
maintenance or exchange of limitedlife components.
We have an active role in describing proposed improvements in the
design or safety of older weapons.
The writing of these change proposals can be prompted by events such
as a cluster of Unsatisfactory Reports,
failure of a stockpile sample during
testing, or a design improvement
recommended by our design engineers and approved by the OOEthe Defense Nuclear Agency coordinates approval by the DoD.
We conduct these evaluations to
provide comprehensive proof-ofconcept demonstrations that the
operations can be properly completed. Thus, any problems can be diagnosed and corrections incorporated
before procedures are implemented
on a real weapo~ in the field.
When a retrofit to a stockpiled
weapon is required in the field, we
accompany the military or DOE

team to make sure that all appropriate training has been accomplished
and that the parts kits, tools, and
procedures are ready and in place.

Sandia's military liaison
role has expanded over the
years.
Since its origin in 1947, the military liaison function has been performed primarily by field engineers
who are not only knowledgeable
but also available to make special
trips on call to troubled areas. This
role was first defined 42 years ago
to provide a specialized team of
laboratory observers to the Field
Command Defense Nuclear
Agency's precursor, the Armed
Forces Special Weapons Project.
Today this role has expanded to
include extensive technical liaison
with the military user and particularly with the troops in the field.
Our field engineer and technical
writer - each both a generalist and
specialist- are part of the Sandia
structure in the feedback loop for
each weapon. In addition to their
other responsibilities, they are a part
of a team that is on constant standby
to monitor and fine-tune the adequacy
and performance of stockpiled
weapons under field conditions.

For more infomzation, call
SNUirene Dubicka (505) 844-6171
HQDNAJSMOP (703) 325-1008
FCDNAJFCPSM (505) 844-0401
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Safety and Use Control
Title Unclassified, Article Secret Restricted Data

Sandia has played a major role in a continuing effort
to review and recommend changes to the stockpile of
nuclear weapons and provide solutions to improve
nuclear safety and use control.

As technology progresses and studies
and tests reveal new insights, threats,
and priorities, advanced concepts
are formulated and developed for
nuclear safety assurance and control.
In this article, we discuss the
emergence of modern requirements
and the state-of-the-art for nuclear
safety and controL Three sections
following report on how well the
stockpile meets quantitative safety
design goals, the state of use control
features in today's environment,
and the program to prioritize
improvement of our stockpile.
The Stockpile Nuclear Safety
chart in the appendix gives an
overview of the nuclear safety features incorporated into each weapon
system currently in stockpile. A
description of modern electrical
safety features and of insensitive
high explosives (IHE) is included in
this chapter. Special terms are
defined in Box A
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Box A: Special Terms
Nuclear weapon

the nuclear warhead including the arming and fuzing
system and aerodynamic case.

Nuclear weapon system

the nuclear weapon and the DoD delivery
system, procedures, and personnel.

Normal environments- storage and operational environments in which
the weapon is required to survive
without degradation in operational
reliability.
Abnormal environments- accident environments in which the weaptin is
not expected to retain full operational
capability.
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Ensuring Nuclear Weapon Safety
Making nuclear weapons safe is a continuing challenge as
standards are raised, missions and designs become more
diverse, and the stockpile ages.

Between 1945 and 1951, nuclear
weapons descended from the Fat
Man and Little Boy design used a
removable capsule of fissile material
that could be inserted or removed
manually from an otherwise fully
assembled weapon. Without the
capsule, the weapon was absolutely
nuclear safe. The capsule could be
inserted while on the way to the
target, removed before landing if
the mission was aborted, and stored
separately from the chemical explosives to prevent radioactive material
dispersal should the high explosive
detonate accidentally.
In 1952, nuclear weapons design
changed to include missile warheads and bombs for external aircraft carriage. To avoid insertion of
the capsule before launch, the InRight Insertion device was developed to hold the capsule outside the
high explosive sphere. Eoroute to
the target, the capsule would be
inserted by an electric motor. The
capsule could be extracted prior to

SEGRET/RD

landing if the weapon were not
used. However, once the capsule
was installed in the In-Right Insertion device, it could be inserted by
inadvertent or accident-caused
operation of the electric motor, thus
voiding the safety feature.
In 1957, sealed-pit nuclear
weapons entered the stockpile. In
these weapons, the fissile material
was permanently sealed inside the
high explosive assembly. DOE (1:>)(3)

DOE (b)(3), DOD (b)(1 ), (b)(3}
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Table 1. Milestones- Nuclear Weapon Safety
1946-1951

Manually inserted nuclear capsules

1952-1967

Mechanically inserted nuclear capsules

1957-present

Pre-assembled nuclear explosives (sealed pit designs)

1957-present

SAC Ground Alert (aircraft-delivered weapons)

1958-present

ICBM and Fleet Ballistic Missile Alert

1959-1986

Tactical Alert in Europe

1958-1968

Around-the-Clock Airborne Alert

1961

B-52 accident, Goldsboro, NC

1964

B-58 accident, Bunker Hill AFB, IN

DOE (b)(3}, DOD (b)(1), (b)(3)

1966

B-52 accident, Palomares, Spain

1968

B-52 accident, Thule, Greenland

1968

Nuclear detonation safety requirements expressed in
probabilistic terms

1968-present

Sandia abnormal environment weapon response

1972

Sandia develops enhanced electrical safety concepts

1973

Sandia corrunits enhanced electrical safety design

studies

for B61-5
1977-1978

DOE Stockpile Improvement Study

1977

B61-5 enters stockpile with enhanced nuclear

1979

B61-4 enters stockpile with insensitive high explosive

1980

Grand Forks B52 accident

1980

W53 Titan II accident, Damascus, AR

1987

DOE 1987 Stockpile Study

detonation safety systems
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events related to nuclear weapon
safety are listed in Table 1.

Beginning with the earliest
designs, the electrical system
has also incorporated
numerous concepts to
enhance nuclear safety and
to prevent warhead
detonation in an accident.
A strike-enable plug was developed
to interrupt the arming circuit until
the plug was inserted. Weapons
were developed with removable
power supplies. In other designs,
the power supply was located outside the warhead so that no power
capable of arming and firing the
detonators was within the warhead
itself.
Motor-driven safing switches,
called "ready-safe" switches, were
added to interrupt the circuits
between the voltage power supplies
and the capacitors that held the
energy to fire the warhead detonators. The switch contacts were
closed when the pilot operated a
control knob in the cockpit.
Thermal fuses were developed to
open critical circuits when the fuse
was exposed to high temperatures
(-320°F) in an accidental fire.
Environmental Sensing Devices
and Handling Sensing Devices were
added to respond to unique environments associated with the
weapon having been irrevocably
committed to use- for example,
acceleration force for some time
during missile launch, or deceleration
for some time during deployment of

''Rn
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Figure :1. Accidents involving nuclear weapons durh1g the
to opcmtiomtltmd technical safety-re/(1/ed conectit•e

1960~:~/ed

· POP (b}(1)

a bomb parachute. Having sensed
the proper environment, the Environmental Sensing Devices would
operate switches that completed the
arming circuits.
Both types of devices were the
first forms of use contro!DOE (~)\~)

DOE (b)(3). DOD (b)(1), (b)(3)

and further, their respons(~ to these
environments was unpredictable. A
few important examples illustrate
this new concern.

• Goldsboro, NC, 1961- A B-52
flying ak~rt with two U39-2 bombs
suffered a ruptured wing fuel tank
and broke up in flight over Goldsboro. Before the accident, the

DO~(b)(S}, DOD (b)(,1)i(b)(3)ht• sensing
devices addressed this concern by
providing an open circuit that could
not be clo,o;;ed without a significant
environment.

Increased exposul'e of nuclear
weapons to lrazardous
operatiotts led to accidents
and new safety concerns.
In 1956, the Strategic Air Command
began standing ground alert and
around-the-dock airborne alert
operations began in 1958; large
deployments of nuclear weapons
were made to Europe.
To date, the US has had 32 acci~
dents where nuclear weapons were
involvedi 31 occurred before 1969.
These accidents demonstrated that
early electrical safing features were
vulnerable to accident environments

DOD (b)(1}

r(~tardation. The high explosive in
neither bomb detonated.

SECRET'RD
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DOE (b)(3), DOD (b)(1), (b}(3)

Figure 3. Or1er Palomares, Srmfn, a
8-52 bomber collided with its KC-135
refueling tanker. Four nuclear bombs
fell from the aircraft, three impacted
on land and one fell into the sea.
Shown here is the recoz1ery from an
ocean deplh of 2550 ft.

• Bunker Hill AFB, IN, 1964-

altitude and both planes crashed.
The four bombs separated from the
aircraft at high altitude as the air·
craft broke up.
Three bombs impacted on land.
Two of these impacts resulted in
detonation of the high explosive
with extensive scatteringmfo {b)(1}, (b)(3)
DOD (b)(1), ~nation of the high explosive occurred because of the high
impact velocityDOD (b)(1)

DOE {b)(3), DOD (b)(1), (b}{3)

DOD (b)(1)
when the
broke up. The fourth bomb impad·
ed at sea
'?9P (b)(1) .

DOD (b)(1)

·._

• Palomares, Spain/ 1966i and
Thule, Greenland,1968DOE (b)(3), DOD (b}(1)

At Palomares, the B-52 collided with
its KC-135 tanker at about 30,000-ft
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At Thule, Greenland, an airborne
B-52 caught fire. The aircraft crashed
on the ice cap and the high explosive
in all four bombs detonated. There
was no nuclear yield, but there was
significant radioactive contamina~
tion. Shortly thereafter, airborne
alert operations were discontinued.

REDACTED VERSION- 09-00234-J-1

• Damascus, AR, 1980- The OS
has stlffew.> d only 011e nuclear
weap<m acciden1 sin<;e 1969. This
invOlved a W5?twathe:adon a Titan
li intercontinental ballistic missile in
its silo near Datt1ascus (Figure 4).
The missile's liqtiid fuel tank ruptured when ii wrench was dropped
011 it by a worker. This ignited .tbe
fuel and the subsequent c:>;xplosion
des~~yed the silo. 111e\~rhea(.i

.. +'DQ
SEGRE~
r14

In 196S quantitative criteria
w~re developed to guide the
design and protection of
ituctea:r ·weapons and nitclear

weapon systems.
An evolutidn of the original
qualitati\re stati.dards survives today
and tall~for- ~~o_sitive m~s:ur~s

tangible design £ea tures or prcx;ednral actio11s whose existence is relied
1.1pon to ~IJsure that the goal is met.

The staitdards, conta.Ined in DoD

In addition to these major accident.s, electrical faults caused hy
equip:m ent nMlfu:nctlon or human
erxor ll.il ve ;tdu.a.ted silfittg ~witch~
cs. Thi.rty~sev~~. sul"lr incidents
were reported between. 1961 and

1989. DOE (b)(7)f

Dii:Qctive,3150.2, requjred that there
he.,p6sifive 111easutes t():
t Prevent mtdeqr wea potts
inv:olvc..'O h1 accidents; or jetti,s on ed from planes,f rom produciiJga nuclear yicld .
2. Prevent deliberate prea rming,
arming, launching, firing, or
releasiitgof nuClear weapons,
except upon execLttlOll of emet.g¢ticywat'orders or when
9ireded by competent allfhority.
3..Prevent iqadvertent pn~arn1ing,
arn.1ing,laU).lthing, firing, or
.releash1gofnucleat weapons in
.all noruial and credjbJe ahtxormnL
environments.
4. Ensure adE.'<JUatesku_rity Of
.n uclear weapons, pursl.mnt to

SEGRET'Rfl

DoD D1tective 5210.41.
Dm-hlg late 1967 <!Dd early 1968,
crjteria were j<Jintly fprmulated by
DOIH t'heu ABC) and Dt'>D and documented in letters from the Chail'ri1m1, Military Liaison Committee, to
the Assistant General Manager fo r
Military Application, AEC These
criteria,t:alled .the "modem"
. ·.·, . .. nuclear
criteria,
"

~

detona~idn 'Safety ~sign

required that: ·
·
• fn normat<mvironments, th¢
wobahility of premature dcto~
nation t-vill be less than one-inone-billion per weapoi1 lifetime.
• In abnor'u:lal envtrcmi.nents, the
likelihood of premature detonation will be.les$ than one-in_one-..rniJlion.per accidetrt.
Stockpile~to/farget Sequence documents, which d~fine the physical
environment's the nuclear weapmi
ciln experiet1Ce from the stockpile to
the ta.rget, were expahd.ed to p.rovid~:.· realistic definitions ofacddents
and abnormal envi.rontl1£.'llts. fn
addition, a modern one-:-p<>intsaJety
criterion,was developed f9 stateJ "ln
the event of a detonation :initi<1ted at
any one point in the high explosive
systetn, the probability ohkhie\ting
a nuclear yield .greater ~han foul"
pounds TNT equi.vf!legts<hall not
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Figure 5. in 1968 we started a series of tests
weapon cumru)m•nf response
ta accident enoirmmtents. Fire destroyed lhe insulai:iou from this cable assembly
mnking its electrical response unpn~dictable atrd therefore potentially unsafe.

on~~Ul•{llti~.m1lLito:n.

One-

point safety shall be inherent in

the nuclear design; that is, it shaH
be obtained without the use of a
nuclear safing dt•vice'' (from a 1968
letter to Brigadier General Edward
B. Giller, AEC, from Carl Walske,
Chairmanofthe DoD Military
Liaison Committee).

To tietermine if the 1968
stockpile could meet the
quantitative requirements,
we started an extensive
investigation of ltotv weapon
mat·erials responded to
abnormal environments.
We already knew that safing
switches muld operat(~to the ARM

position by faults other than those
by a11 accident It was possible that accidents could also cause

an

signa.! to dose fhe

switches. We also found fha t the
value of moving the major pmver
supply out of the warhead was
small.if the warhel'ld \Yi'lS mated to
an alert~n,";;l;.i.y weapon system with
a powet source. If thermal fuses are
subjc~..·tcd to .ten1peratures above
those at
they sbould open,
the fuse material could reform and
the fuse would carry current again.
Polymers used as insulators in
printed circuit boards charred at
high temperatures caused by fire or
electrical short. circuits. The charred
material created low-resistance
paths betwetm conductors. These
short circuits could rt~:>ult i.n unpre"u'·""J'"' potentially
reconfigurations of the ,,,..,,rrr•r"'

system that could tlperate or bypass

safety device~.Jt was shown that
one wire in a weapon cable bundle,
when subjected to high current,
could melt the insulation. The
melted insulation could form a

short circuit, whi.ch could conduct
curr<mt to adjiace1tt critical wires
(Figure
&unt! early weapon
system designs routed power and
safety-critical circuits in the same
cable bundle,
Encapsulatt.>d printed--circuit boards
were fradun.-'d by
temp<!mtm'I:.'S.
Extensive char damage resulted and
metal particles were free to bridge
conductors, Continued accumulation
of knowledge showed how materials
and systems read in severe environ·
ment~ such as fuel fires (Figure 6)
and lightning (Figure 7).

REDACTED VERSION- 09-00234-J-1
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Figure 6. Fuel fires cmt cmtse ilrsuh7ting materials in electronic components
to become conductive. As a result, the
response of the component cmmof be
predicted with confidence. in this lest,
the fuel fire directly contact-s the bottom
of the component assembly (cellter).

We concluded that it was not
feasible to prevent electrical
faults in a weaf:'On exposed
to abnormal environments
and that simple electrical
faults could operate existing
safety subsystems.
In addition, we observed that our
methods of analyzing weapon systems exposed to abnormal environments were inadequate to predict
pmbability thresholds for a nuclear
accident In fact, the hardware
response itself was not predictable
in abnormal environment exposures. We (~stablished the following
goals for systems to ensure nuclear
detonation safety in abnormal environments to the levels required:
• Provide an assured, predictable, safe response of the
weapon electrical system in a
broad range of acddenl enviromnents including fire, impact,
crush, and umvanted electrical
energy.
• Ensure that the predictable saferespon~>e is mnintained until the
weapon receives, from the
weapon system, an unambiguous
indication of intended use.
• Minim.ize the number of weapon
system components that are
safety-critical in abnorn1al
environments.

SECRET"nn
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To ensure 11uclear del'onaf'ion
safehj in nwdem nuclear
weapons, indepentltmt safety
subsystems are b1cor;1orated
to mmid dependence upon a
single subsystem.
Each sa.fety subsystem is designed
to independently ensure isolation of
thrcat-vollage sources from safetycritical components in the exclusion
region (Figure 8). For ,1bnormal
environments, two independent
safety subsystems are used to meet
the one-in-one-million qunntitntive
gonl. Each system can be designed
and tested lo ensure <Jn individunl
saf<>ty of greater than one-in-onethousand (otK"-in-mw-million togeth~c'l').
For nom1al environments, a third subsystem is added to the chnin to meet the
one-in-one-billion requinm<cnL
The first element of tlw new
nuclear safety concept is a physical
barrier that encloses components
essential to causing a nuclear detonation - the firing set and nuclear
system detonators- in an exclusion region isolated from all threat

SECRET
Figure 8. In WellfhWizillJ< a nuclear
explosive, we apply a variety of riesign
nmcepts and components that mini-

Firing system
Thermal balleries
Lightning arrester connector
Arming & fuzing system
Environmental sensing device
Strong link/weak link device

mi;;;e the chance:; of accidental t:xpfo,,
sions.

Fire resistant pit
Insensitive high explosive
One-point-sate nuclear explosive

Exclusion region

electrical energies. For nonnnl
weapon operation, electrical energy
must be transferred across the barrier, but premature energy transfer
must bt• precluded in both normal
and abnormal environments.
Transfer of d~c-ctricnl ent'r~n'
through the exclusion region b<1rrier
is controlled by strong-link svvih:hes. These components are cased in
high·shvngth steeL They use hightemperatun?-resistant inorganic
insulation mnterials to ensure elec·
tricnl isolation between input and
output terminals in abnormal envi·

wnments such as fire and crushing.
It is hnpractica I lo design stronglink switches and barriers to nmin·
tain assured electrical isolation at
e:dt'Cme levels of certain accident
environments such as the very high
temperatures in a fuel fire. For this
renson, we use weak links. These are
critical parts of the firing set and the
nuclear system that are require-d to
achieve nuclear yield. The weak
links become irreversibly inoperable
in the accident environment and
th(~reby ensure :x1fdy. Examples of
weak links are the high-voltage

Figure 9. Modem nuclear safely concepts include strong-link swildu:s I !tal
withstand extreme cnuironmenls and
operate only upon receipt of signals
tlwt nmno/l?e applied by accident.
TJJ!Jimlfy, one stroug link operates as a
result of lnmum action; /he other operates only if the wmpon experiences a
delivery environment :Jtlcltas bom/1
drop or missile launch. Weak links are
designed to fail /wfore tile extreme
c11r>ironments muse the slrcmg links to
operate unpredictabfy. 1~!fpical weak
links nrc the {iring set energy-storage
cnpncitor shown !lt'rc and the I lw high
e:tplosive in tht mtdear system.
Strong and weak links are lomlt~d
together in an exdw.>ion region (lltlrrier) from whic/1/mwanted cledrietzl
energ]J is excluded.
Weak link

(tin orgy StOI'liQ1t)
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capacitor in the firing set, whose
energy fires the W<>rhead detonators
and tlw high expll'\~iVe in th<' nuclt•ar
sysh.•m.

Wt•<ik links, str<mg links, and exdu~
simi t·egion bmTiers are colocatixl and

physic.•Hy arra!lged so that in an aa::i.:.
dl:.'llt, the
links \viUbecome
inoperable before
strong linkspr
barriers cease to maintait1 eliJCtrical
isola.titm (Figure9);
The stinlttli needed to acti.mte a
strollg,-lhikswitd}I11ay•.be ..,l•>.rtTiirat
signals havirtg,aun.ique pattern or
i.nertialinputs sndfas ac<:eleratinn,
atu:ishould rt.>quire an un.ambigu~
ousindication of humailintent kl
use Hw weapon. The sthnuli have
unique cha n1cteristks that nre
highly unlikt:•ly to
accident environments
of han.:iwan~ n1alfunctkm, Unique
enabling stimuli and strong-link
discriminatorsals<>pmvide an
int&fan~ with the warhead that
aUowsthe delivery syft'temtt1 meet
its safety requir(:rnents ro prevent
im1dverhmt enabli:og.
Additiona 1 satet)r in rtormal environnu.•nts is also required. The
arming and fuzing subsystem providt~s thisprotection by preventing
applk<~tion of power to theexdu~

sion region bdundary untij]t is
required for proper weapo!l system
operation: For example, power to
th~wge the firing setcapadtoris not
applied tmtil an apprc)priate poiltlis
reached itl llte<deliwl'y trajcct(}ty.
No abnonrial·ertvironment nndear
detonation safety rcquirern<mts tl.te
placed on,my elenwntl") ofthe
an11ing and firing subsystem located
outside the exclusio11 region.

Modem safetyfeatures are
being use4 i1t •the stockpiltr tl:S
each techttolegy ntatures.
Sbolli"'Link Switches~ The first

rnc1dern gtrong links c11t~red the
stockpile in the B61-5 in 1977. This
swite.h was made of high-strength
with high-temp<~ratur~ resis-

tantzeetamks toisol<1te the swtt~h
contacts.• Ast'ledfic
of47 fang
and short'},?ttlse,$!of 28 volts ist.l1e
only puls(~ sequence thatc<n't operate th!; S\vlt(Ch. Any othet pattem
will Cil uSt> the switch to lock in the
SAFE/RESET posHiot'l.
Another switch w<lS also ust.>d in
the 861-5 asthe second sttong link
and is part pfthe trajectory-sensing

safety subSys.tern.
vastly ditfcwent
design and p<1ttern 24 electrical
pnl'*.'S t'.'Jlsure its indepen.dence and
contribution to safety.

Environmental Sensing StrottgLink Devices- The strong-link
t£x:hnologywas extended to
environmental stimuli toclirectly
the switch (~Ontacts. The stimu·
ust.iaUy a <:ombination of
acq~leration <llld time to indit:ate to
the switt:h tii.<lt the t-\r~pon is exp.:.....
rienclng an inh:!nded,.dst.!environment, such as missilt~trajcctory
t<Jwani a targ~t, a.ndnot •~ combination that cnuld occur in tm accidt!nt
An example is the fluid-metering
acn~lero11.1eb;r used in the Navy
W76/Mk4.
Lightning Arrester Connector~
v'"""'u"·~,strong-link

swit

an

only hold off
•rtain
voltages, lightning al'l1.:Ster conn~
torswere des:ignedto breok down at
about 1000 volts. {well tJel(Jw tht~
asstrredJloldoff of strong,Jink
and. shunt lightniltg energy to tlw
weapmyt~aat\ Combined with "'r"""··· ·
links, tht~ connectors ensure that
lightning energy will not pt~net.rote
the exclusion region.
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Magnetic Strong Links- This
type of strong link uses a split transformer with the primary coils outside
of the exclusion region and the St!<.>
ondary coils inside (Figure 10). The
ek>ctrical nrming energy is converted
to magndk l'ncrgy and passed
bet\vccn the coils only when a
strong-link \vheel receives the
proper unique signal and rotates a
ferrite window into place. In the
safe position, the tnisalignmenl of
the metal strong-link wheel prevents magnetic coupling.
Detonator Safing- Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory
developed tht~ concept of detonator
safing for the W84 and W87. This
concept uses a discriminator/driver
to operate a mechanical safing and
arming device, The devlce IH1S a
high-strength steel wheel which,
when actuated, rotates a high-explosive booster pt•Ilet into line with the
detonators. In the SAFE position,
the steel wheel mechanically blocks
the exploding detonator from initiating the explosive train. When
anned, the wheel rotates the booster
pellet so that the detonator can initiate the insensitive high explosive.

first weapon to enter the stockpile
with insensitive high explosive.
Fire-Resistant Pits- During the
nudedr Wl'<lpons W!:!re intro·
duo.~d into the stockpile with nuclear
material in th<· primary surrounded
by a fire-resistant shelL This shell
reduces the potential for dispersal
of radioactive material evt>nlf the
high explosive burns in an <Kddent.
l9HO~,

For more information, calf
SNL/Gary Sanders (505) 846-0085
HQDNA/SMOP (703) 325-1008
HQDNA/NOEA (703) 325-7039
FCDNA/FCF (505) 844-9225

Optical Systems- New concepts
being developed include optical
systems for charging a capacitor
and for firing a detonator. These
options could greatly enhance
safely by eliminating electrical connections to the arming and firing
system in the exclusion region. This
would eliminate pathways for
unwanted external-energy penetration and make arming and firing
immune to electrical threats.
Insensitive High Explosives- In
the mid 1970s, Los Alamos and
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories developed insensitive high
explosives, which greatly decrease the
probability of scattering radioactive
material in abnormal environnwnts
such as impact, fire, crushing, or
lightning. In 1979, the B61 ~4 was the
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Use Control
Higher levels of readiness, faster reaction times,
and broader deployment of nuclear weapons
required more physical security and stricter
controls on custody.

Table 1. Milestones in Use Control
Year
1946
1954·
1957
1959
1960
1962
1963
1964
1972
1973
1974
1976
1979
1980
1983
1986
1990

Event
Atomic Energy Act
Atomic Energy Act amended to
allow programs of cooperation
Pre-assembled nuclear explosives
(sealed pit) to stockpile
NATO weapons on Quick Reaction Alert
Custody problems with NATO weapons
President directs improved methods

Decision to use Permissive Action
Link (PAL) in Pacific

Use Control
i\EC custody

DoD custody

Mechanical Locks
Category A""
Category B
Category B'
Category C
Category D

Decision to use PAL for bombers
Category F
Automated code handling requested
Automated PAL to field
Automated code handling to field

Category G
Category D'

.. see Table 2 for explanation of PAL category types

"Effeclive command and control of
nuclear weapons will contribute to the
maintenance of deterrence by assuring
authorized use of nuclear weapons
when directed; it will also contribute to
the maintenance of stability and safety
by assuring against unauthorized or
inadvertent use of nuclear weapons."
(NSDD 281, United States Nuclear
Weapon Command And Control
(C), August 21, 1987.)
This statement reaffirms existing
policy that has guided the US for
over 40 years. Use control is a broad
term that includes the procedures,
devices, and equipment that allow
timely authorized use of nuclear
weapons while precluding or delaying unauthorized use.
Some form of use control has
always been applied to nuclear
weapons (Table 1). At first, both
safety and control were achieved by
maintaining the critical nuclear
components separate from the rest

DQE (b){3), DOD (b){1), (b)(3)
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of the weapon system and in the
custody of the Atomic Energy
Commission (AEC). With the
advent of bilateral programs of
cooperation between the US and
various NATO allies and the decision in 1960 to place some of the
NATO weapons on Quick Reaction
Alert, concerns surfaced over the
ability to maintain physical control.
In August 1959, the DoD requested
that Sandia initiate development of
a remotely operated electromechanical lock to replace the 3-digit combination lock used for increased
handling safety on Atomic Demolition Munitions. The locks had
been used instead of environmental
sensing devices (ESDs) because
some prescribed action was necessary to prevent inadvertent or accidental arming that wasn't required
with the sensing devices. During
the summer of 1960, we began to
discuss with the AEC how remotely
operated locks could be used as a
command and control aid. By that
November, 4-digit, demonstration
prototypes were available.
In February 1961, the Joint Congressional Committee on Atomic
Energy (JCAE) delivered to President
Kennedy a report based upon onsite
visits suggesting that custodial
arrangements for QRA weapons
might not be in compliance with the
Atomic Energy Act. As a result of a
number of subsequent studies by
the DoD, Joint Chiefs of Staff, JCAE,
and the AEC, President Kennedy
issued National Security Action
Memorandum 160 on June 6, 1962,
directing that all weapons deployed
to Europe be equipped with
Permissive Action Links

During the
1960s, the Strategic
Air Command (SAC) also began to
supplement procedural controls
with coded locks. We provided technical consultation for development
of equipment such as the Titan
Coded Switch, and we developed
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the Bomber Coded Switch System to
provide mechanical launch/release
control. In 1983, SAC began operational ust::,of PAL-equipped bombs
in the FB-lll and B-52.
Increased awareness of the terrorist threat, and the potential impacts
of radioactive contamination that
would occur if the explosive penalties of Emergency Destruct (ED) had
to be used, led to development of
Command Disablement (CD). When
initiated, CD renders the weapon
unusable by disabling critical components without the danger of
radioactive contamination_ This
capability entered the stockpile in
1973 in the W70 Lance and continues to be a requirement for all new
tactical and some strategic systems.
Although CD is integral to the
weapon system and more available
than ED, there are tactical situations
in which little or no time is available
to decide and order either procedure. We anticipated this and began
development of Active Protection
Systems (APS), which would automatically invoke the disablement
penalty upon detection of an invasive attack.

is required by joint
agreement with the DoD to develop
and produce necessary ancillary
equipment. Consequently, much of
the PAL, CD, and APS control
equipment is also designed by
Sandia. Our involvement does not
stop there. Under shared DoD/DOE
responsibility to ensure safety, security and control, we are involved in
a wide range of activities to ensure
that the code management, nuclear
release system, and interfaces and
equipment work reliably, safely, and
securely. Thus, while our use control involvement started with the
development of a coded lock for a

weapon, it has been greatly
'en1arged in scope (Figure 1).

Use control must both
thwart potential adversaries
from obtaining meaningful yield from a weapon and
allow rapid use when
authorized by the President.
To accomplish use control
objectives, modern designs include
both a PAL and a weapon denial
system. The weapon denial system
consists of two parts: the disablement system (APS and/or CD) and
passive delays provided by the PAL.
Current PALs can contain up to six
different 6-digit release codes. Any
of these release codes can be used to
unlock the weapon for authorized
use. The PAL senses the number of
consecutive unsuccessful code
attempts and, after reaching a specified number, permanently locks the
weapon, preventing an adversary
from guessing the correct release
code. When locked, the PAL prevents the functioning of critical
arming or firing circuits that are
buried deep within the weapon
system.
In the event physical security
measures are breached, the weapon
denial system provides an additional
layer of protection. When initiated,
the CD system causes the rapid
destruction of critical components
in the weapon. Although the
destruction is of sufficient severity
to require major rebuild of the
weapon, it is accomplished in a
manner that does not pose either a
health or environmental threat.
Accidental or inadvertent initiation
of the CD system is prevented by a
3-digit code that must be inserted
pattern is generated
before a
disablement

-------SEGRET/RD
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Recode controller

Figure 1.. Scmdia is ilwo/ved with

the using Services in virtuo/ly all
ospecls of mu:lear weoport cnmnumd
and crmtrol. 111 addition to wearort
resident lmrdtoare, we provide code
numagemcnl hardware and con·
cepts and disablement systems.

DOE {b)(3}, DOD {b){1), (b)(3)

Ancillary equipment

Permissive
action
link
Aircraft monitor
and control
Headquarters
processor

DOE (b)(3)r:D()D (b)(1), (b}(3)

Disablement
controller
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DOE (b}(3), DOD (b)(1 ), (b)(3)

If an adversary obtains possession
of a weapon, the last line of defense
is provided by the classified PAL
hardware. Not only is the adversary
faced with the task of locating and
bypassing the specific devices tuntrolled by the PAL, his job is further
impeded by the lack of special disassembly tools and other passive
use-control features in the design.
By presenting both an unknown
and complex task to the adversary,
these passive features are intended
to provide additional delay, allowing security forces to regain. control
of the weapon.

REDACTED VERSION- 09-00234-J-1

Since 1962 Sandia has
developed and fielded eight
distinct PAL devices and
several DoD launch/release
control devices.
With the exception of several
Army-developed combination locks
used on AFAPs, use control of all
land-based tactical and strategic aircraft-carried nuclear weapons is
accomplished with coded locks that
Sandia has developed.
The evolution of the stockpile can
be divided into three eras, each of
which can" be traced to changes in
national policy and external events.
First, the rapid incorporation of PAL
into the stockpile was the result of
NSAM 160. The PALs were singlecombination mechanical locks and
electromechanical devices that supplied the necessary political and
military control required for a
nuclear policy of Mutual Assured
Destruction.
The increased likelihood of nuclear
terrorism and needs created by the
shift in national policy t<?. Flexible
DOE (b)(3), [)OD (b)(1), (b)(3)

While this trend has continued
through the introduction of new
systems and the stockpile improvement program, the ability to fully
support a Flexible Response doctrine has been hampered by the
longevity of our older systems. This
is especially true in the tactical
arena where retirement or retrofit of
the older single-code weapons has
not occurred.
The inability to completely modernize the stockpile creates other
challenges for Sandia. The military
services have in their operational
inventory a total of over 20,000
pieces of use control equipment that
Sandia designed and DOE produced. This equipment represents
nearly seventy separate designs,
many of which have exceeded their
design service life. Consequently,

we are actively involved in providing maintenance and, in some cases,
life extension retrofits.
The aging stockpile also complicates the design of new use control
equipment. Operational, training,
and logistical needs of the military
services require that new control
equipment must be compatible with
the complete spectrum of existing
devices, both new and old. This
requirement not only increases cost,
but, in some cases, limits improvements in flexibility and security.
In an era of reduced numbers of
weapons and constrained operational budgets, greater emphasis is
being placed on survivability and
manpower utilization. Evolving
national policy dictates a need for
greater control over the escalation
and termination of nuclear hostilities. These factors, coupled with an
ever increasing terrorist threat, has
started the third era (encrypted
PAL) in the evolution of use control.
Like the weapon systems that they
are associated with, use control systems are becoming more automated
and less dependent on personnel.
One method of achieving this has
been to integrate the use control
interfaces into the weapon systems
themselves. This requires different
control and security techniques. We
have developed a multiple-code
PAL that allows all peacetime operations to be encrypted. The first use
of this PAL will be on the 155 mm,
W82 AFAP scheduled to enter the
stockpile in the 1990s. Subsequent
systems will also incorporate this
new PAL.
By using encryption, peacetime
operations can be done securely
by operational personnel and in
deployment situations not previously
possible. Currently, all aircraft systems must be taken off alert and
recoded directly. Encryption allows
a whole aircraft to be securely
recoded from a single point_while
remaining on alert ..

DOE (b)(3), DQ() (b)(1), (b)(3)

We are developing new control
equipment to support encrypted
PAL operations that will be in use
by the mid 1990s. In addition to
supporting encrypted operations, it
also includes the MIL STD 1553 digital interface to communicate directly
with the new weapon systems and
aircraft entering the inventory. Use
of this control equipment will not
only improve security, but will
enhance operations by enabling
operational unit personnel to perform all code operations, both in
peacetime and wartime.
By actively participating with the
military services, our research and
development activities provide the
use control needed to support an
evolving nuclear stockpile. Our
efforts support national policy to
ensure that nuclear weapons can be
used if, and only if, authorized by
the President.

For more information, call
SNL/Bob Bradley (505) 845-8445
HQDNA/SMOP (703) 325-1008
FCDNAIFCPSM (505) 844-0401

.
.
DOE (b)(3), .DOD (b)(1), (b){3)
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Stockpile Improvement Program
We have addressed safety and use control concerns and improved
reliability on selected stockpile weapons through retrofits.

In early 1968, the DoD transmitted
enhanced nuclear detonation quantitative design criteria to the AEC.
These design criteria caused the
nuclear weapon laboratories to
reconsider how weapons were
designed and to examine the potential response of existing weapon
hardware to severe abnormal environments. Initial studies suggested
that the design of existing weapons
was consistent with the one-in-onebillion probability of a nuclear
detonation per weapon stockpile
lifetime during exposure to normal
environments.
In 1968, existing weapons used
organic plastics as dielectrics; direct
current motors or relay coils as
prime movers for safety devices;
junction boxes to interconnect
safing, arming, and fuzing subsystems; and multiconductor cables to
carry both the input and output of
safety devices. Tests and analyses
showed that (1) organic plastics
become conductive during and
after exposure to high temperatures, (2) stray direct current voltages could prematurely operate
safety devices, and (3) charring and
crushing of junction boxes and
cables could bypass safety devices.
These findings suggested that a
sound technical basis did not exist
to support an assessment of a onein-one-million assured safety in
abnormal environments.
These conclusions stimulated the
development of new safety concepts
that used unique-signal-driven
strong-link safety switches coupled
with dielectric barriers of inorganic
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materials to isolate critical circuits
from potential power sources.
Colocation of these strong links
with weak links (an element whose
proper operation is required to
achieve a nuclear detonation) minimizes the environments in which a
strong link must maintain electrical
integrity. The strong link is then only
needed to ensure isolation until the
failure of a weak link. Appropriate
human intent or trajectory environment stimuli were identified that
would ensure generation of the
unique signal only at the proper
time. Commitment of these new
concepts to scheduled weapon
development first occurred in 1973.

In 1974, after an intense
study of all aircraftdelivered weapons and the
new quantitative safety
standards, Sandia formally
notified the AEC of serious
safety shortcomings.
We noted that:

DOE (b)(3),

required because these older
weapons are being utilized in operations during which the currently
specified abnormal environments
are apt to occur....
"Until this or similar action is
taken ... the risk inherent in conducting QRA alert operations with these
weapons (should) be called to the
attention of the Secretary of Defense
and the AEC (should) recommend
that alert operations with these
weapons be restricted to those missions that are absolutely required
for national security reasons."

After we communicated our
concerns to the Department
of Defense, technical safety
reviews were performed on
all stockpiled weapons and
their delivery systems.

DOfS{b}(3), DOD (b}(1), (b)(3)

(b)(1 ), (b)(3}< '.
'\,:~~'
,<,;<;<;'\}::.~$"¥;~-''
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DOE (b)(3); DOD (b)(1), (b}(3)

" ... a plan to co;rect this situation
(should) be developed within the
AEC and ... we (should) seek early
concurrence in this plan with the
DOD ... this corrective action is

Resources
were not available to correct all
stockpile weapons at once, so
Sandia undertook a study to rank
weapons according to priority for
hardware upgrades and to identify
procedural and operational changes

REDACTED VERSION- 09-00234-J-1

that could reduce risks. This study
culminated in the DOE Stockpile
Modernization Study lhat was forwarded to the DoD in September
197R All stockpiled weapons were
ranked for corrective action into
three groups according to the following crilerin:
• exposure to safety, St)curity,
and command/ control
problems and the susceptibility of the weapon to those
problems,
• military-use-related
defldency(ies), and
• national defense policy
considerations.
Weapon characteristics that could
affed nuclear detonation safety,
radioactive material scatter, unauthorized use, and military use related
deficiencies \Vere considered.
Weapons wet"t) put into these priority
groups to reflect different urgencies
for corrective action.

The DoD accepted the DOE
Stockpile lmJJrovement
Program recommendations,
prm.1ided that the upgrading
of existing ·weapons would
not interfere with new
weapon production.
The response authorized the
development of hardware upgrades
for 828Fls and 861-0,1,2, and 5
weapons and further joint studies
on other weapons. The re.sults of
these studies led to one additional
upgrade, the W3! /Nike riercules.
The 853 (Figure l). removed from
alert operations in 1983 when the
last B-52D aircraft was retired, wns
to be placed in the inactive reserve
by the end of FY86. In early FY87,
the Air Force dt.'Cided to return the
B53 to active status. It was to be
used in alert t)perations on B-52H
aircJ'af! to rover targets then assigned
to the W53/Titan, scheduled for
retirement by the end of FY87.

.

·~

DOD (b)(1), (b)(3)(::

poE.(b)(3), DOD (b}{1), (b)(3)

,
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·:,,
•·.Weapons in !h('
second priority grmip required cor·
rectivc action at somP time during
the next decade. The third group
consisted of those weapons lacking
enhanced safety features, but
judged to have significantly less
potential exposure to abnormal
environments. We recognized that
these weapons might be retired
from the stockpile without being
upgraded. A few weapons were not
considered because they would
soon be retired.

Figure 1. The 853, .scheduled to be
placed in inactive reserve, was instead
11eeded for alert operations by the
Air Force. A DOE~proposetf safety
upgrade was lntl1wrized in mrly
1987. 't1w first modification kit was
shipped in early 1988 and aliiJ53s
were rdn,fitted by the end of that
year. Tlte cud views s/umm here
compare tl'le original (middle) and
new (boftom) configurations.
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Table 1. 1990 Status of Weapons in the 1978 Study
Weapon

Status
PRIORITY 1 GROUP

B28FI
W25Genie

853

,,

Retrofitted to 828-0,1 or retired in 1989.
Retired in 1984.

All have been retrofitted.

PRIORITY 2 GROUP
843

861-1
W69SRAM
861-0
861-2,5
W50 Pershing IA

W44ASROC
W53 Titan
W33AFAP
W48AFAP
W31 Honest Jolm

B54SADM
B57 Depth Bomb
W70-1,2 Lance
W70-3 Lance

All Air Force weapons have been retired. Some are
still deployed by the Navy, but will be retired
by 1991.
Retired for retrofit into B61-7s, scheduled for
completion in FY90.
Taken off alert in 1990. To be replaced by the
W89 SRAM II in the late 1990s.
To be factory retrofitted to the 861-6 and 861-9
starting in 1991 and completed in 1993.
To be factory retrofitted to the B61-8 starling in 1993
and completed in 1998.
To be retired following the Intermediate-range
Nuclear Forces treaty reductions in 1991.
Retired in 1989.
Retired in 1987.
No change. Scheduled retirement is beyond 2000.
No change. Scheduled retirement is beyond 2000.
Retired in 1989.

Retired in 1989.
No changes. Scheduled for replacement by the 8901
beginning in 1993, completed in 1999.
No change. Complete retirement scheduled for 1998.
No changes. Complete retirement scheduled for 1999.

PRIORITY 3 GROUP
W56 Minuteman II
W62 Minuteman III
WSS Polaris
W45Terrier
W55SUBROC
W68 Poseidon

No changes. No scheduled retirement.
No changes. No scheduled retirement.
Retired in 1982.
Retired in 1988.
Retired in 1990.
Complete retirement scheduled for 1995.

B28RE
W30TADM
W45MADM
W66Sprint
W70-0Lance
W71 Spartan
W72 Walleye

Retired in 1986.
Retired in 1979.
Retired in 1984.
Retired in 1985.
Retired in 1982.
To be retired 1991.
Retired in 1979.

SET ASIDE; IMMINENT RETIREMENT
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The DOE proposed an accelerated
safety upgrade program for the B53
to be accomplished before resumption of alert operations. This program was authorized in February
1987, the first kit was shipped in
January 1988, and all B53s were
retrofitted by the end of that year.
Table 1 shows the status of
weapons listed in the 1978 study.
The field retrofits on the B28FI and
B53 weapons incorporated a single
unique-signal-driven intent strong
link, stainless steel barriers, and a
lightning arrester connector. Use of
a single strong link rather than two
independent safety subsystems,
which are currently used on new
weapons, provides a level of assured
safety in abnonnal environments of
one-in-one-thousand instead of the
one-in-one-million stated in the
modern design criteria. With this
design approach, we were able to
make a significant improvement in
safety and meet a critical defense
need. Additionally, the B28FI
retrofit included a Category D PAL,
rejuvenation of the main energy
storage capacitors, and circuit
changes in the free-fall fuzing
system. The last tw'o changes
improved the bomb reliability by
eliminating two age-related failure
modes.

REDACTED VERSION- 09-00234-J-1

· ~~~4rt dfr1u:.
P1'0gram is the
modernizatioh~fthe [5(}1-1
ingpamp{eticn.1'his isafa.ctory
retrofit that incorporates electronic
compone11 ts and insensitive high
t.:xpiOS:ives to enhance nucleardetomition safety,Category D PAl, and
11 nont;iolent clntimand-disttblennmt
systein provide usc control, Sandi.a~
developed r:om.pommts are shown here.
The Jlew weapon is the861 .. /.

Bt~cause of the compressed sche4~
ule on tlle B53 pmgram and the Jim"

ite4 n11mb.er of conductors passing
through the sealed bomb case1 only
the laydown clelivery option was
retained on the modified weaptm
and a use control upgrade was not
attemptoo.
The field retrofit on the W31 IN ike
Hercul~s included the addition of
two independent safety subsystems,
vvith their attendant strong links,
and a lightning arrester connector.
Therefore, thl§ :upgrade provides
assuredsafeij/'.il'l abnormal
envirm1mentSarthe level ofone.:inone-millionprobability of a nudea.r
detonation.. This modification also
included a Category D PAL and a
reliability improvenu:nt ach:ieved by
rejuvenating the main capacitors.
All of the B61StQJ::kpilehhprovement Programswill be conducted
as factory retrofits. All 861-ls have
now been removed from stockpile
for the retrofit to B61-7s scheduled
for late 1990 (Figur~ 2). The retrofits
provide improved nuclear safety
with. a new.firlng set with two independently enabled stronglink
switches. The· first strong link is
enabled prior to release by a unique
prea · signal generated from
the air . ; the second strong link is
enabled by sensing a unique post-

Navy B6l-& with
detonation safety, in~•ensi.ti.Ye
explosive, a CategPry D
a
oommand-disablelnent system, and
an ACORN boost-gas transfer
systetn similar to the B61-6. Completion oflbese upgrades, along
withthe 861-3,4, and 10 and B9U
aewproduction programs, will
49
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allow retirement of all B43 and B57
weapons from stockpile.

:;,

"t

'

..

In March 1988, the DOE
published its 1987 Stockpile
Modernization study with
emphasis on safety and use
control.

s
been retired, all
have been
either retrofitted or returned to
Pantex for retrofit, all B53s have
been retrofitted to B53-1s, and the
SRAM
W69 has been taken off

The present program for
ing the SRAM A will not be completed until 1998. This adds five
years of potential vulnerability to

50

the manned bomber alert posture,
assuming that it might be necessary
for SRAM A to go back on alert in
the interim. Priority replacement of
SRAM As on alert could reduce this
time.

However,
uranium weapon. This reduces the
hazards of scattering, but the consequences could still be serious.
The W56 and W62 also stand alert
on Minuteman missiles but are in
silos. Therefore, the exposure to
potential accidents during alert is
less than for the aircraft alert system.
Several weapons would be
ranked lower in priority if they
were not air-transported or if they
were transported in shock- and fireresistant shipping containers. After
continuous exposure during alert,
air transport of weapons represents
the next highest nuclear safety risk.

For more information, call
SNUCharlie Burks (505) 844-8847
HQDNA/SMOP (703) 325-1004
FCDNAJFCPSM (505) 844-0401
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The Net Assessment
Title Unclassified; Article Secret Formerly Restricted Data

Today 's stockpile is effective and
reliable, but important work remains
to improve its safety and security.
The US nuclear weapon stockpile
has evolved in response to major
political, economic, and technological forces. Political forces have
shaped the evolution of nuclear
war-fighting doctrine from massive
retaliation to flexible response.
Economic considerations have
influenced the mix of nuclear and
conventional forces. Technological
developments have given rise to
new military applications for
nuclear explosives.
Sandia's responsibilities to the
stockpile have remained relatively
unchanged through this evolution:
provide technical options for nuclear
deterrence, ensure the integrity and
competence of the stockpile, and aid
the nation's policy makers in new
concepts for improving the stockpile. To meet these responsibilities,
we continually assess the current
stockpile's reliability, safety, control,
and strategic utility.
No deterrent can serve its purpose
unless it is credible. As described
earlier in this issue, we conduct a
continuous evaluation of US

DOE (b)(3}, DOD (b)(1), (b){3)

that prevent their unauthorized use.
Today, one-third of weapons deployed
overseas do not have these devices.
We are concerned about their vulnerability to unauthorized use.

Ensuring the safety of nuclear
weapons is both a moral and a technical obligation. Technological
advances over the last 40 years have
made it possible to establish more
quantitative and stringent safety
criteria. Unfortunately, our nuclear
arsenal contains many older
weapons, whose designs do not
reflect all of these advances.

This is not to say that no
progress has been made in
weapon safety and use control.
It's just that our progress has
not been as great as it should
have been.

DOE(b)(3), DOD (b}{1), (b)(3)
>~$&W:lf't'""-~;<
'
"·,,/,~\c, ·,,
DsDf::\b)(3), D9D (b)(1), (b}{3)

,

Less than
one-quarter contain high explosives
that are insensitive to shock and
high temperatures ·

In 1977, a Sandia study of older,
deployed nuclear weapons started
joint DoD /DOE stockpile improvements through retrofits, retirements,
and new weapon designs. DoD
altered operational procedures to
remove certain weapons from operational status, to restrict their transport, or to improve their storage
conditions. In 1987, we reexamined
the stockpile and found that, despite
significant improvements, the
accomplishments did not meet the
goals set ten years earlier.
Finally, in a net assessment of the
stockpile, the issue of strategic utility
must be considered: does the stockpile fulfill its mission? This is, quite
properly, a question to be answered
by elected policy makers

OO§~(b)(3). DOD (b}(1), (b){3)

Control over the use of nuclear
weapons is as crucial as nuclear
safety. Command and control systems must preclude weapon use by
terrorists or other persons without
command authority, but still permit
unencumbered use when authorized. Permissive Action Links,
which were introduced into the
stockpile in the 1960s, a;e coded
devices built into nuclear weapons

.

,.,.--~-·---·-:~.
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and the executive institutions
charged with maintaining national
security. However, our work with
the stockpile allows us insights into
its value and its possible future
directions.
In our view, the nuclear weapon
stockpile has fulfilled its mission as
a deterrent through the Cold War
era: for over forty years, global conflict has been avoided. Today, however, encouraging international
developments are resulting in relaxation of East-West tensions, and
funding of the weapons program
may be more constrained than ever
before. In view of these changes,
policy makers must consider how
our nuclear defense should be
shaped for a post-Cold War era.

We believe that the future
stockpile, one whose primary
purpose may be to maintain
peace rather than deter war,
may undergo .fundamental
changes in response to
political and economic
forces.
This "peacetime stockpile" should
be appropriately sized to the threat,
and should reflect the highest standards for safety and use control.
To maintain the effectiveness of a
nuclear deterrent, continual evaluation will be necessary.
Today's stockpile is effective and
reliable, but important work remains
to make it as safe and secure as it
could and should be. We must
upgrade and change our ensemble
of nuclear weapons to respond to
a changing world. What cannot
change, however, is our vigilance
toward stewardship of this deterrent.

For more information, call
SNL/Orval Jones (505) 844-4531
HQDNA/NOSM (703) 325-1007
FCDNA/FCP (505) 844-0681
-·~-~
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Appendix: Today's Stockpile

. DOE(b)(3),

P~RJ(b)(1), (b){~}

.

. DOE (b)(3), DOD,(b}(1), (b)(3)

DOE (b)(3)! DQD.(b)(1), (b)(3)

This appendix briefly describes the
weapons in the US nuclear stockpile
at the start of Fiscal Year 1991. The
charts summarize the status of the
stockpile. The first chart sho\vs tht~
development and production status
of the present stockpile and the
new weapons about to enter it. Tht~
second chart shows the rt.'quired and
assesst.>d reliability, and the third
chart shows the safety status. The
fourth chart gives the number of
each type of weapon in the stockpile,
and the fifth chart gives their average
age. Figure 1 describes our plan to
improve the safety and use control
of the stockpile in coming years.
A brief description of each
weapon type follows the charts. For
each weapon type, a cutaway draw·
ing shows the nuclear explosive and
the Sandia-designed components. If
a nuclear warhead. is delivered by a

missile, the cutaway shows only the
part of the missile called the warhead section, the reentry vehicle, or
the reentry body. Gravity bombs and
artillery sheUs are shown as complete
systems. These drawings illustrate
our shared responsibility for missile
warheads and Artillery Fired Atomic
Projtx:tiles and Sandia's total respon·
sibility for weaponizing gravity
bombs.
A second illustration for each
weapon shows the warhead in its
storage configuration, in field
deployment, or under test. If there is
more than one model (Mod) of a
weapon (e.g., the B61t aH Mods are
discussed but only representative
ones are shown.
A narrative section describes t:he
available yields, delivery options,
and the aircra.ft and missiles that
deliver the weapon or the guns that

fire them. Existing safety and usecontrol features are noted, and wht~re
applicable, in-process and planned
improvements are describt!d. Also
noted are the limited-life component exchange interval, the reliability
rt!quirements, and the assessed reliability. Average age is restated for
convenient reference.

For more information, call
SNL/Gene lves (415) 294-2606
SNUHerman Mauney (505) 844-8093
SNL/Heinz Schmitt (505) 844-7848
HQDNA/SMOP (703) 325-.1031
FCDNA/FCPSM (505) 844-0401
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Weapons Program Status
. DOE (ti)(3);

Title Unclassified, Chart Confidential fRD

DOE (b)(3), DOD (b}(1), (b)(3)
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Stockpile .Weapons Average Age
Average ago, years

0

tO

5

15

20

25

W84

961-0 Tactical bomb-•861-6,9
857-1,2 Depth bomb
S57 -1 ,2 Strike bomb
W5&4 Minuteman II., Mk11C
853-1 Strat&glcbomb

wso Pershing lA
W48 AFAP, 155 mm
828·0,1 strategic bomb

AVeraga age fpr retroli1s is basad on the overall system, but not the retrofitted

componenror nuclear system
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The 828 is a twostage thermonuclear
strategic bomb carried by the B-52G/H

DOE (b)(3); DOD {b){1},(b)(3}

Only the B28-0,lmods
rernain in the stockpile, all
others having been either retrofitted to B28-0,1 s or retired. The
retrofits were made to provide
nuclear safety and better cotnmand and controL The highvoltage thermal batteries were
replaced with a transverter
power supply. A strong-link
switch replaced the high-voltage
READY /SAFE switch to isolate
this transvt~rter from its external power source. A lightning
arrester connector and filter were
added for additional abnormal
environment protection.
A Category D PAL was
added for better command and
control. To provide for in-flight
PAL control and to supply the
intent unique signal to drive the
strong-link switch, a new aircmft
monitor and control (AMAC)
was installed in the B52s. There
is no command disablement.
DOD(b}{2)

DOE(b)(3),DOD (b}(3)
DOD (b){2)

The design laboratories a.rc
Sandia and Los Alamos.
high explosives are still used.
The 628-0,1 does, however,
meet modern one-point detona·
tion safety requirements.
The originallOC for the B28
was 1958, and for the B28-0,1
n.•trofit was 1983. It is scheduled to be taken off alert in
1990, and to be retired in 1993.
DOE (b)(3),• DOD (b)(3)

Average Age 29 yrs
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W33 is the Army's
M422 8-inch Artillery Fired Atomic
DOD{b)(2)
Projectile. It is
fin.>d from towed
or self-propelled
•····
howitzers such as vide!d by a combination lock. on
the US M110A2
the rear of the projectile to preand compatible NATO howdude unauthorized loading into
the howitzer.
itzers. IOC was 1956. Maximum
range is l~,(b}{~), l;{OD';(b)(1), {b)(3) Safety rules restrict transportDOE (b)(3). opo (b}{1).'(1lJt3)l the only
lng this weapon in the assembled
gun-type (as opposed to implostorage configuration. With
sion) weapon remaining in the
nuclear components stored. sepaUS stockpile. DOE responsibility rately, the weapon meets safety
for this weapon is limited to the
requirements. A current product
oratloy and depleted uranium
improvement program will
parts and the neutron generators. modify the projectile rear-body
The W33 has neither
section to relieve the transportaenhanccd nuclear detonation
tion restriction on the assembled

Average Age 28 yrs
60

round. There is no command disablement system. A use-control
upgrade plan has been developed but its imp!.ementation is
on hold. There is presently no
authorized plan for retirement;
replacement, or retrofit

The design agency for the
nuclear components is Los
Alamos; Sandia is the design
agency for the neutron generators.

REDACTED VERSION- 09"00234-J-1

DOE (b)(7)f

a

This is thermonuclear bomb with
delivery options of
laydo"':'n, retarded

arrnirl!!~lnd

firingcon'lpb-

explosiv~l.al)d
detonaanifUjl~(.:fspike; aSl1flpeCorflp~
ne11t~~'>~ ·tail)cr>nt~i11~t11.~· fins•al'l~ tion safety features nor1Hf$..>lt
the parachute and its deployment does riot n:n~et thel968 .abr1ormal

,t\ents,

SEQRET/RD
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DOE (b)(7)f

i11is is.an Ar:my
M4s4~15.5-mm (6incb) Artillery Fired
Atomic Projec~le~Tt
is£iredfrom USseJ.£.:.
prqpelled howitzers
suchasthe
M109Al/A@/A5-'
US towed. howitzers
such as the Mll4A2 andMl 98,
and·compatible NAID ho.W:iiz~,
IOC was 1!¥)3. TI1e l\ttcle<;1f system
is ii1temally initiated; the Dollsupplied h1ze provide$ surface or
airbu:rst options. Ma'-'i:muttl range
is 14.6.k
.
' J)
Use cdntro p, .
1

is

:a.combina,tiot~ lockHhere j:HlO
colrul).ancl,d.is4klement'~y,stexn.

Hefi:sopter m'Ovem.e~lt>reqtii:res,<)
special Sandia-developedcontai:ner.
·is not used; tl-tiS
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TheWSO :is a twostage therl11onU.~
dear weapon,
gas"'boosied and
externally initiated,
fur the Army Surface Attack Guided

Missile MGM·
31 AlB tPershiJ1g
lA). One l'lA missile is deployed

per Tractor/Erector Launcher.
fOC was 19(1,;. Only the Mod 1
ve~ion ~"ithCategory A PAL
ren'k>tittsl.n the sto<rkpile. Maxi-

Average Age 25 yrs
63
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1'he B53·1 is a twos~~,ge,thermtl

l'tudear, strate~

gravity bmnb. OriginalJOCwas 1962.
B53"' 1 IOC was1988.
Of th~ origina1 fullfuzfl\g options
available~ only the
retarded laydown option was
retained in the·!'e<.."t..>tlt retrofit lt

·· co1mE~Cirwas
added.
The retrofit consisted. of

upgrading nuclear detonation

safety features and making the
B53compatible with the
B-52G/H AMAC.There is no
PAL or command destruct
B-52G/fi • :.tem.IHE was not inmrporated:,
)

sess•
nti\N><:>C 0£ being
revised based on tl1e results of
addlti()nal testing. Stockpile
quantities will be reduced by
ated: as a Stockpile Imprnvei11ent one per year to support reliabilProgram to upgrade some B53Y1- ity assessrtlent. I{Ctircmetlt 'Nil!
········
0s to be<;:Qme B$3-ls. This modi- be com lcited: in1994
rkati<m was
in 1988.

64
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The W56isa
rherm6llttdear

V'.'arhead for the
Minuteman H
ICBMwttha
MkltC RV.IOC
was196-'l Only
the Mod 4 rem<~ins
.in stockpile. TI1e x·ray,..hani~ned

mi::.'Sile carries a SiQglewarbehd
to a ~a~~~~np:ange of 10,2()0

OOB{b)(3):l~(b}(1); ~le)Minute

man ll system stands alert. The
Air f<orce plans to retain Minuteman until at least the year 2010.
The W5.6 doc>s not have a PAL
()r acu!Jltnand disablement
syste1tl;ttse control is proVided
bylanrich control procedures at
the misSileSite'c~'J·····

Average Age 24 yrs
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The B57 is a singlestage, multipurpose
bomb for use in
antisubmarine and
tactical bomb applications. IOC was
1963. Delivery
options am retarded
laydown, retarded
depth~bomb, and retarded and
free-fall airbursL The N57~0
nose is used for the depth bomb
option; the N57-1 radar nose is
used for all options; and the
N57-2 is used for laydown.

tsoE KJ?}(3}, DOD (b)(1 ), 1"'~'".-"'"'',

F/ A-18, P-3, S-3, SJI-1-3, and
NP-3; Air Force carriers are F-4,
F-16, F-111, I-13-111; NATO l~arri
ers are F-4, F;-16, F-104, Nimrod
CHS-801), and Tornado MRCA
The Mod ls do not incorporate enhanced nuclear detonation safety features or IHE.
There is no PAL or command
disablement system. The Mod 2s
do not incorporate enhanced
nuclear detonation safety features or IHE; use control is provided by a Category B PAL. The

,,,,, •·
As the Air Force receives
B61-3s and B61-4s, their B57s

Average Age 25 yrs
66

DOs~~)(S), DOD (b}(1), (b){3}U:

, DOD (b)(2)

"';~o0Ecb>isi:Doo<b>(1i:(5j(~rt'' 'lwo
versi011s are currently stockpiled: Mod I and Mod 2. Carriers an• Navy A-4, A-6, A-7,

will be retired or transferred to
the Navy. The B90, now in
Phase 3 development, will
replace all Navy B57s starting
in 1993. Present planning calls
for ,retirement of the B57 by
1999.

SEGRET'RD

Thed~~ign l~b()r~~::i~~ ~~e .

Sandia and Los Alamos.
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The 861 is a multi-

purpn"-.e, selectableyield thermonuclear
bomb deliveted by
various aircraft: US
Air Foret> F4, F-16,

F-111, FB-11t B-52G
/H, and B-1 I3; US

Navy A-4,A-6, A-7,

F/ A-l8;and NATO f.:16, F'104G/S, and Tornado MRCA.
Mods
the

The design laboratori~ are
~nd.ia

SECRETn'tl ...
!j

~~-

and LosAlamos.
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tbe nu.ck>a:r systen1, firingsc.tt~
expLosive neutron generators,
intern.,.! warhead !'>'Upport structure, and shielding. IOC was 1970.
The Minuteman Ulsta:nds
alert. The Air Force plans to retain
Mhmtetnan 111 until at lea:.i: th~
year 2010.1'he W62 dot>s not have
a.l'ALora cmnniand disablement
system; u.secoritrol L') pmvidt;d by
launch control proced"tl'eS at the
Mitltttetlik'ln 1 · ·

Average .Age 16 }Its
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The design laboratnriet> are
DOE (b)(S), DOD {b)( 1}, (b)(3)Sandia and Lawn..:•nce Livermore.

DOE (b)(3), Di5f:i'{5)(1), {b)(3) inde--

txmdently targek1bl~~ RBs on the
Poseidon C3 missile. Sixteen C3
missiles can be canied on Poseidon submarines. KK was 1970.
Four fuzing options are: low-altitude-radar backed up by U1e
impact fuze; high-altitude-radar
backed up by the electronic timer
and the impact fuze; high-altitude-timer backed up by the impact
fuze; and im.pact fuse only.
[l()E (b}(3), DOD (b)(1), (b)(3}

· ··· •· ····"'An integrated anning,
fu.7Jng, and firing system, identified as the Mk3 AF&F, was developed by Sandia for the Navy.
TI1e W6S warhead is scheduled to be retired in1995. It does
not have a PAL or a command disablement system. It has neither
enhanced nuclear detonation

safety nor IHE,
ooD (b)(2}

DoD {b)(2)
· use to1itml is achieved by missile launch
control procc>dmes aboard the
submarine.
DOE

(b)~~L;~OD

(b)(1), (b)(3}.

Average Age 17 yrs
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The W69 is a twostage, thermonuclear warhead
for the Air Force
AGM-69A ShortRange Attack
Missile (SRAM A).
IOC was 1972.
DOE (b){3):

DOD (b)(1), (b)(3)

Carriers are
the B-52G/H, FB-111A, and B1 B. As many as eight SRAMs
can be cnrrk~d in a rotary
launcher in the aft weapons
bay of the non--cruiSL'-missile

B-52G/Hs. The J.13-111 carries 6
SRAM.s. The SRAM is also cnrried internally by the Wl-B.
Safety is provided by environment-sensing devices that
preclude arming until after the
missile is released from the aircraft and accelerated by its
rocket motor. The W69 has neither enhanced nuclear detonation safety features nor IHE. It

DOE (b)(~). DOD (b)(1J,'(bj{3)
DOD (b)(1 ). (b)(3)

command disablement system.
The design laboratories are
Phase 3 for the W89 warhead Sandia and Los Alamos.

Average Age 16 yrs
70

for SRAM Jl began in 1988. This
new warhead will provide
Emhanccd nuclear detonation
safety, !HE, Category D PAL,
and a command disablement
system. SRAM IJ will start
r<:pladng SRAM A in 1993. Present planning calls for retirement of the W69 by 1998.

SECRET"'·,,:~
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DOE (b)(3)

Ute W70 is a twostage, thermo-nuclear,
enhanced-rad iation warhead for
the Army,Lance
Surface Attack
Guided Missile
(rvfGM-52C). The L."mce is
launched from the US M752 selfpropelled and M740 towL'\.l
launchers, and from compatible
NA'ID launchers. KX: was 1973
for Mods t2 and 1981 for Mod 3.

DOE (b){3),

port placement of the Lance/W70
into the inactive reserve before
1999.

D()li;:(b}(3), DOD (b}{1), (b}(3)

The design laboratories are
Sandia nnd Lawrence Livermore.

od~ {b}(1), (b)(3)

~and ling safet~ is pmvided
by inertial switches. The warhead has neither enhanced
nuclear detonation safety features nor 1HE
DOD!!?)Gn
,·,":':,~'?,,"

DOD

(b)(~}

DOQ!(!>)(2)

.·

Use con-

trol is provided by a Category D
PAL and a command disablement system.
Development of the Followon to Lance which was to have
replaced Lance/W70 by 1999,
hns been cancellt>ti. The rationale
for this decision would also sup1

Average Age 13 yrs
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. .OOE(b)(3)

DOE (b)(3)

The· W71 does not employ
modem forms of use control. 1l
has no command disablement
system or PAL.
. D(),~Jb),(~)
D<:JE (b)(3)

The Spartan was dt'Signed fQr long-range
exoatmospheric intercept of
incoming RVs. Together with the

atmospheric-intercept Sprint
missile, it formed the keysrone of
the Safeguard ABM system,
which was deployed to defend

are

There
no viable delivery
platforms at the present time.
The MSR has bt>en dismantled
and the Perimeter Acquisition
Radar turned over to the Air
Force for the nation's early warning system.

Minuteman silos. IOC was Octo-

ber 1975.
The three-stage, solid-propellant Spartan was guided to the
target by a Missile Site Radar
(MSR) installation, which controlled aerodynamic steering
during the first two stages and
propulsion during the third. A
single warhead was the payload

for each missile.

The W71 is one-point safe,
but does not meet modem saf~ty

criteria for abnonnal environments. It does not use THE, a fin!resistant pit, strong-link switches,
or an exclusion region.
For normal environments, it
has two ESDs that intemtpt all
electrical circuits until the proper
launch cnvironJnent is sensed.

Average Age 16 yrs
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The design laboratories are
Sandia and Lawrence Livermore.
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·DOE (b)(3}

The W78 is a twoDOD (b)(1), (b)(3)

' i~~ the Air Force
Minuteman III

ICBM (LGM30G), which is
DOE (b)(3), .DOD {b}(1), (b)(3)

Up to three Mkl2A reentry vehicles are dt'ployed per
missilt'; maximum range L-;
14,000 km. DOE responsibility
for the reentry vehicle consists
of the nuclear explosive system,
the warhead electrical system,
the gas-boost systetn, and the
neutron generators.
Two independtmt safety features are included in the firing
system: an accelerometer and a
unique signal strong-link switch.
The W78 does not have a PAL.
ThC' warhead has enhanced
nuclear detonation safety and
meets the 1968 safety criteria, but
does not contain IHE. Use amtrol is provided by launch-control proct>t1ures at the Minuteman
site. There is no nuthorize<.i retirt'ment plan.

DOE

(b)(~)fpOD (b)(1),
,,~<'~

',"

Sandia and Los Alamos.

Average Age 9 yrs
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rently not for:fixed-\<\>ing
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The W00-0 is a
two-stag~ thertnq.
nucle<'lr warhe<'ld
used on. the Navy
Se-n-Launched
Cruise Missile,
theBGM-109
'Iomahawk Land

The WOO-l
on the Air
Force AGM~86B Air-Launched
Cruise Missile and the AGM:129 Advanced Cruise .Missile.

These missiles are launched
fr<Jm B-52<:;/H and B-1B aircraft IOC was 1982.
Maximum range is 2700 km.
The W00-0 has ait·burst fuzing;
the W80-1 has
tact fuzing onhm1l'l.••·•·••····•·
DOD

W80hasan
nuclear detonation S<li~ $Ub·
system and IHE, and 1:neets the
1968 safety criteria. Use control L<S
a Cat~ory D PAL and a command dL<>ablement system. There
is.no authorized retirement plan.

Average Age 5 yrs
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The 13&.1 is a fullfuzing-option thennnnudear bomb. It is
carried internally by
Air Force B-16,
FBlHA, and B52G/H and externally by the

FB-111A IOC was
1983. Delivery options are freefall air and ground burst,
retarded airburst, and laydown.

DOE(b)(S), DOD (b){1);(b)(3)
": : 2.> ~:

,.,

!,' '

The B83 has enhanced
nudcar detonation safety, meets
the 1968 safety criteria, and
incorporates IHE. Category D
PAL and a command disablement system provide use controL There are no plans for
replacement, modification, or
retirement.

: DOE (b}(3),DOD{b}(1), (b}(3}

>·<

'

desi~labomtorl~ are
Sandia and Lawrence Livermore.

Average Age 4 yrs
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TI1e W84 is the
thermonuclear
warhead for the
Air Force Ground
L.:11.mched Cruise
Missile, the BGM-

109 Tomahawk. It
is fired from a
mobile tra nsporter~erector
launcher. TI1ere are four missiles
per launcher{:J~k ,,<
,,poE (b)(3), ooo:{b)(1), (b)(

Maximum range is 2780

JOC was 1983.
TI1e warhead has an
enhnnced nuclear detonation
safety subsystem, meets the 196S
safety criteria, and contains II-IE.
One of the safety strong links is a
mechanical safing and am1ing
warhead detonation system
(MSAD). Use control is provided
by a Category G PAL and a command disablement system. The
W84 will be moved to inactive
reserve in 1990 as a result of
Intermediate-range Nuclear
Forces treaty a~eements.
•
'-

ooE (b)(3),

I

•

I

'

oob tfii<~>.

(b)(3)

The design laboratories are
Sandia and Lawrence Livem1ore.

Average Age 4 yrs
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The W85 is the
thermonuclear
warhead for the
Army Pershing Il

mis.sile. Maximum range is
DOD {b)(1}, (b)(J)he

'nuclear explosive
design is similar to that of the
B61-4. DOE(b)(3), DOD {b)(1}~.{b)(3}
,

, , ,

, ''wk..<~<;-,'~'' .·'

'

OOE (b){3), ~OD (b)(1); {b)(3)

The W85 has an enhanced·
nuclear detonation safety subsystem, meets the 1968 safety criteria, and has IHE. A Category F
PAL and a command disablement system provide use controL
Present planning calls for retirement in 1990.

The design laboratori~s are ,.
Sandia and Los Alamos.

Average Age 5 yrs
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The W87 is the
two-stage thermonuclear warhead
for the Mk21 RV
for the Peacekeeper (MX) missile system. The
missiles can carry
10Mk21seach... <'-;-;-;<..<;,,
DOE (b){3), DOD (b}(1): (b)(3)

A total stockpile retrofit to
improve the reliability of the
warhead began in September
1989 and was completed in 1990.
The wnrhead has modern
nuclear safety components, THE,
and a firt'-resistant pit One of the
safety strong links is a mechanical safing and arming warhead
detonation system (MSAD).
There is no F'AL or command
disablement system. Use control
is provided by the missile
launch-control system. The>re is
no authorized retirement plan.

DOE (b)(3), DOD (b)(1), {b)(.3)

The desig~ laboratories are
Sandia and Lawrence Livermore.

Average Age 3 yrs
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